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THE NEW MEXICAN" REVIEW
SANTA FE N. M.. THURSDAY

FORTY SIXTH YEAH
--

MANDAMUS

PRAYER
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TIME
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PROVE

UP

AFTER DELINQUENT TAX PAYERS

will leave this
ovenlnir fnr Washington. D. C. In re
from Attorney
sponse to telegrams
General Wlckereham, Secretary ol the
Ralllncer.
infnrinr
Delegate to uon
irresa W. H. Andrews, John Hays
Hammond, the National Civic League
uht,.h mnuia ihnire next week, and
others. Governor Curry will attend
to a number of departmental matters
which are about to be closed up and
.iit i.iiA writh nfiii statistics, docu
ments and information desired by
Delegate W. H. Andrews. Governor
win Kid DeleEate Andrews in
securing statehood for the Territory
j mm rmnnln at the national cap!
tal several weeks. Chairman H. 0.
Tlnruntn f till Territorial Republican
committee had Intended to accompany
him but may not be able to go unw
later. Judge Frank W. Parker is on
his way to the national capital and
other New Mexicans are already there
or will go later.
Mnlarl.i Public AoDOlnted.
Governor Curry today appointed the
Manuel
public:
fnllnwlne notaries
.Tnmmlllo. Orleans. Bernalillo county;
Revuelto, Quay
Sanches,
Patricio
county; Demetrlo Quintana, Ledoux,
Mora county.
Nlnntv Davi for Filing.
netee-ntH. An
to Ooneress W.
drews has sent Governor Curry the
fntimuinir
letter which shows that
small holding clnimants on the half
. million acres to be thrown open lor
eotiiompnt nonth of the Pecos forest,
will have ninety nays in which to
make proof of their small homing ni
lngs. Here follows the letter:
Washington, D. C, Jan. 7, 1910
Hon. W. H. Andrews,
Tt n Hninn of Renresentatlves.
Rii"
Renlvlng further to your let
ter of the 22nd ultimo, I have to in- f,rm vnu that on January 6, laiu,
nniim wn ent to the local land office
at Santa Fe, N. M.. tor publication, re
leasing from temporary witnarawai
for forestry purposes the greater portion of the area now under such withdrawal near the Pecos national forest,
New Mexico, and providing that the
subpublic land therein shall become
1910,
ject to settlement on March 26,
and to entry, etc., on April 25, 1910. .
The right of those having small
17 and
holding claims under Sees. 10,
13 of the Act of March 3, 1891, (20
Stat. 854), as amended by the Acts
of February 21, 1893, (27 Stat. 470),
and June 27, 1898, (30 Stat. 495), to
surfile their clalmB with the proper
veyor general was extended by the
Act ot February 20, 1909, (35 Stat.
655), until March 4, 1910. By departthe owners of
mental regulations,
such claims are allowed 90 days after
notice from the local land office of
the approval ot the surveys of their
claims by the surveyor general in
which to Biunblt proof.
The rights of those holding under
suchr claims are not affected by the
restoration of the land covered thereIn
by from forestry withdrawal but,
order to remove any doubt that may
exist In regard thereto, the following
clause has been Inserted in the usual
form of notice:
-'
"Pro.vided, That nothing herein contnlned shall prevent the assertion of
of
legal rights under the provisions
' an act entitled 'An Act to Establish a
Court of Private Land Claims and to
Provide for the Settlement of Private
Ijind Claims in Certain States and
Territories,' approved March 3, 1891,
as amended by Chapter 212, an act approved February 26, 1909, (35 Stat.
L.
55), approved March 30, 1909, (37
.Pnrrv

D. 630.'

Very Respectfully,
FRANK PIERCE,
First Asslstat Secretary.
National Guard Commended.
Governor Curry and Adjutant General R. A. Ford have received letters
of commendation from the division of
' nilliita, war department, for the Increased strength and efficiency of
the National Guard of New Mexico.
Next month the inspection of the National Guard under tue provisions of
the Dick bill will begin.
Three Federal Suit! Dismissed.
Judge John R. McFle this forenoon
dismissed three Buits of the United
Stales vs. the Denver and Rio Grande
Railroad Company, upon' stipulation
that the defendants pay $2,074. The
suits arose out of timber cutting, on
.public lands.
Incorporation Mattsra.
toIncorporation papers wore filed
day by the Now Mexico Irrigated
Lands Company of Raton, Colfax
county. The incorporators and directors are: Charles F. Remsberg, RaEdton; Solomon Luna, Los Lunas;
ward R. Manning ot Raton; William
H. Smith, of Brilliant, and Jeremiah
Leahy, of Raton. The capitalization
is $75,000 divided into 7E0 shares. The
a
company will begin business with
paid up capital of $41,000.
Brick
The Albuquerque Sat.-LIm- e
MexiCompany of Albuquerque, New Secco, today filed with Territorial
dissoretary Nathan Jaffa, papers of
lution before engaging in business,
the certificate being signed by J. T.
McLaughlin and M. E, Hlckey.

noma and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Gable today applied to the district
court for a writ of alternative
Auditor Will
iam U. Sargent, to compel the latter
to draw a warrant for an expenditure
Incurred In the proposition to esiau-tiRa territorial flsli!l hatchery near
Santa Fe, for wulch $5,000 surplus
are avatluble. The writ is returnaoie
on January 25 before Judge Jonn K.
UcFIb It is a test case, the amount
Involved being only $2.0o for pipe
furnished by the Santa Fe water ana
Light Company. The game warden
maintains that the fact that the law
provides that the expense of the pro
motion of game and nsn prorogation
ii
xnlture shall be met out of the
game protection fund authorizes the
expenditure of the surplus in mat
fund for the erection or a territorial
fish hatcheiy and its maintenance.
Picture Gallery of Governors.
the
v. c. Burke has undertaken
task of collecting portraits of the
territorial governors to
twenty-onbe reproduced in oil and fitted Into
Dane a n the Capitol giving uaies in
ndminls trillion. He. is succeeding in
securing pictures of eveery governor.Governor Mills will be tne twemythe
second governor not counting
of the American oc
Ihrea
ol
cupation before the establishing
the territorial form or government.
Notaries Publlo Appointed.
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa today
appointed the following notaries public: Robert Byrnes of Havener, Cur
ry county; Demetrlo Quintana, Ledou,
Mora county.
District Court.
In the district court before Judge
rhn n McFin the Stevenson-Tru- e
case was up once more involving title
to small parcels ot land in tne uspa

,i

imtn VflllPV.
Summons are belnit Issued by

the
hundred out of the district court for
wnom
delinquent tax payers against
suit has been brought. By bringing
individual suit, execution can be had
against any property of the tax payer
adjudged delinquent.
Township Surveyed.
Poelatpr Manuel R. Otero of the V
S. land office in this city, gives notice
that the plat of survey of township
No. 23 north, of range 2 east, of the
New Mexico principal meridian, has
been filed in the land office and that
the land in said township will be open
to entry on and after March 22, 1910.
Tho tnwnshln Is in the Jemez forest
reserve Rio Arriba county, being lo
cated between Coyote ana uainna.
UNITED MINE WORKERS
HAVE SERIOUS SQUABBLE
President Lewis and Other Officials
Charged With Packing
Convention.
Indianapolis, Jan. 19. The charge
administration of
the United Mine Workers, headed by
to
President Lewis, had attempted
"nack" the convention now In
for
sion here so that certain policies
could be forwarded
Its interests
brought on a bitter factional fight on
today.
the floor of the convention
element led by Frank
The
J. Hayes and others, succeeded in bus.
pending the rules for the introduc
tion of a motion by Hayes that the
salaries of the national organizers be
suspended while they are in attendance at the convention as representatives of local unions.
Between fifty to sixty organizers
are In convention and they have the
voting power from many local unions.
The Breakers for the motion declared
of
that a dangerous centralization
nower has been achieved. Heated
speeches followed and President Lew
is announced he would be heard In his
own defense before the matter was
put to a vote.

that the national

ASSAULT ON
NEWSPAPER PHOTOGRAPHER.

VICIOU8

Journalist Tried to Take a Snap 8hot
of Aged Financier on Way
to Prison.
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 19. Arrival
here this morning of John R. Walsh,
the former Chicago banker, on his
way to Fort Leavenworth prison to
serve a sentence of five years, was
enlivened by a disaster that overtook
a newspaper photographer who was
the aged
attempting to snap-sho- t
flnnncter as he stepped from a train.
son
of
the
John W. Walsh,
prisoner,
saw the photographer as the latter
camera.
was raising his
Swinging
his suit case with tremendous force,
the young Chlcagoan llteraly mowed
down the newspaper men, driving him
and his camera In a bunch against the
side of the sleeper. The photographer
foil In a heap, while his camera went
flying a dozen foet away.
Convict No. 6864.
Leavenworth, Jan, 19. John R.
Wnlsh the convicted Chicago banker
arrived at the federal penitentiary
here Bliortly nfler noon today, and
of five
began Borvlng his sentence
years. His numbor as a convict will
be 6S04.
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a Much Wanted Man Game and Fish Warden Gable
Wants ty Build a Fish
and Will Work for New
Hatchery
Mexico's Interests.
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to Chairman E. L. Hamilton Puts New Policy May be DeterminIt Up to House of
ed Upon as a Result of
Investigation.

ADDRESS

INSURGENTS

INTRACTABLE

TASK ASSI6NEDW.

R. POTTER

When the Grim Reaper Without Have No Idea of Walking Into Recognized That Special Prothe Slightest Warning
blems Must Be Solved in
Trap on Ballinger-PinchCalled Him.

New Mexico.

Controversy.

15. The
TV n P Porter, chief of adminis
Washington, D. C ..Jan.
statehood bill tration in the Indian bureau, who has
New Mexico-Arizonwas reported to the House today by been here the paBt few aays receiveu
Chairman E, L. Hamilton of the com- a telegram today transferring his ac
mittee on territories. It was not taken tivity into a field of much consequence to New Mexico, that of super
UJ.
visor of schools for the specinc pur-nn- u
Insurgents Still Intractable.
nf atudvlne the historv and char
Washington, D. C, Jan. 15. That acter of the Pueblo Indians so that
the Republican insurgents of the the administration of Indian affairs
House Insist upon having a complete may devise a special policy as regards
guarantee in advance in regard to the their future, which Is a pressing
Republican caucus on the Ballinger- question, especially In view of the adPinchot investigation In order not to mission of New Mexico to statehood,
walk unwittlnely into ambush, was the status of the Pueblo as a citizen.
made apparaut today by the attitude a voter, a tax payer and owner of ex
"Did you read all tensive tracts of land wblcn ne may
of the Insurgents.
three of the statements Issued last legally alienate as well as of several
nicht?" inaulred one of them. "If you executive reservations which can be
did, you must have noticed all are dif allotted or leased. It is recognized
ferent." "We have got to see tne by the present Indian administration
nersnectlva before we go Into the cau that the Pueblos rtlffer In history, char
cus. We have to know the program in acter and environment from the tribal
RTATEHflOD RILL
its minutest detail. President Tart's Indians and although the general polistatement was brief and did not go cy of the Indian bureau has been ap
MBBWWV
more or less to tne pueblos, tne
very far In explanation. It was well plied
seeks to determine, beit did not. for the details would show bureau now
whether It has been
that the regulars have surrendered on fore It is too late,
In this matter. There
every point of the limited agreement acting wisely
Is only one other class of Indians
that has been reached."
that has thus far received special
in ne Senate
Its
tor
Passage
Speedy
of
Nebraska,
Norris
Bright
Representative
Prospects
treatment from the hands of the In"I
said:
leaders
nf
the
Insurgent
one
office and that i the civilized
dian
Where Opposition is Disappearing ueiegate
have nothing to say on the subject of tribes of Indian Territory.
It was
Act
for
Hard
Enabling
Andrews Working
insurgency, excepting that the state- generally recognized too, that these
ment of nureement of the regulars and Indiana lilffpred in character from the
in Uir space of an
insurgents given out by John Dwight other tribal Indians to such a degree
Washington, D. C, Jan. 17. The .was thus passed
....
m. Movipn hour.
is a Joke." Mr. Norris was rererrlng that special machinery was evoivea
enanung uci to wuiui
Senators
House
At the White
today,
to a statement Issued yesterday by under the direction of a commissionand Arizona to statehood passed the Reverb! ee Nelson. Dlllingnam, ana
the Republican "whip of the House." er of the civilized tribes, at present
House this afternoon, mainly through Kean. Republican members of the
New Statehood Bill Printed.
Hon. J. George Wrlgnt. Tne present
ana
administration of Indian affairs is
the efforts of Delegate to Congress Senate committee on territories,
to the New Mexican.
Special
anto
as
statehood,
opposed
formerly
is
kpenlv alive to local conditions
W. II. Andrews and his friends. It
statehood
The
15.
Jan.
Washington,
nounced to President Taft that they
they affect the Indian problem and it
viii for Vbw Mexico and Arizona
understood that President Taft has will support the bill pursuant to the
Is for that reason that Mr. roners
reported favorably to the House today transfer has been ordered. It Is the
paved tho way for It through the plank in the KepuDiicnn national platL. Hamilton of the
E
rhntrman
i,u
no
encounter
will
It
Senator Beverldge
In fact..
form.
and that
wish of Commissioner Valentine and
nnmmlttee on territories appears newe,
serious opposition there, even Senator will probably reintroducH the New
Chief Supervisor E. Prosser
with all of the changes
nrlnted
lv
u
Mexico-Arizon- a
a
tow
Dill
to
within
aays
of Santa Fe and well
give
Beverldge being reaay
recently
An
committee.
In
miwlo
Delegate
consent for the passage of the bill. and move for Its Irame.iate passage
remembered here, to handle Indian
drews and the other friends of state- affairs In New Mexico sp as to conPassed By Vlv Voce Vote.
"New Mexico might as well get ready
the
proceedings
watching
hood
after
to hold Its constitutional convention
the best interests of the PuebWashington, Jan. 17. The House
tn the House closely for two nours, serve
lo Indians and In pursuance of this
early this summer," said one Senator today by viva voce vote passed the
bills
to
having
displace
not
to
wishing
the
orto the New Mexican's correspondent hill irrantitur senarate statehood
bill policy a special study has been
prior reports decided to let the
"for Congres Is anxious to get rid of territories of New Mexico and Arl
dered of the history, conditions and
until
over
Monday for action.
as
go
zona.
possible.
as
the Territory
quickly
environment of the Pueblos. That is
No Chance In Date of Inauguration.
who
Census Appointments Confirmed.
tho tAsk assigned Mr. Pcrter.
The only amendment that is likely to
Wnshlnirton. D. C. Jan. IS. ine
at
the
Til
17.
capital
The
Is
C.
D.
Wnahlnirtnn.
fixing
Jan.
that
made
make his headquarters at Santa
be
may
the
House today voted to
Santa Fe to 1920 or 1925, instead of Senate In executive session confirmed
Fe, although nis neid worn win tase
resolution iirovldinK for & change or him out among the Pueblos.
F. P. Crichton.
1915, Delegate Andrews is working the .appointment of Paul A. F. Walter
rinte for the presidential Inauguration.
very hard to fcring this about as he to be supervisor of the census for
This practically defeats the measure. WRONG IMPRESSI0N3 ABOUT
has the kindliest of feeling for the cap- the entire territory of New Mexico
alhas
as
and
ital city of the Territory
and of Franklin F. Towle of Globe,
The death of Mr. Crichton came
NATIONAL FOREST LANDS.
to
HOWARD CHRISTY HAD
ways done everything in his power
Arizona, to be supervisor i f the cen- a severe shock to everyone,
ac
HIM.
ABOUT
interests.
still
advance its
AMIABLE WAYS
seventy-thre- e
sus for the entire territory of Arizoyears of age he
Secretary Wilson's Annual Report to
Passes in an Hour.
na. A number of postmasters were tively engaged in his trade or carthe President Corrects Cerall
also confirmed, but not for New Mex- penter and contractor and nearly
Made Passionate Love to Nude Model!
Special to the New Mexican.
tain Statements.
the
at
of yesterday had been working
and Then Knocked Down His
WnKhiiiEton. D C Jan. 17. It was ico.
An Imnression that the national
Strong
Masonic Temple building.
Foraker Thanks Taft.
Wife and Sat on Her.
Chairman E. L. Hamilton of the comforests contain large areas of agricul
Jan. 17. Former Sen and healthy he was seldom, If ever,
u,ittee on territories who calleo. up Washington.B. Foraker
tural land to the exclusion oi settleof Ohio, made ill. this fact making his death an tne
14.
Howard ment and large areas of untimbered
he statehood bill and explained its ator Joseph
Ohio.
Znnesville.
Jan.
111
.
1110
U1S
first call Oil
llieacnt. au.ii.uiij more unexpected.
u.n llnn Rnnuli lean, ana
brought
Chandler Christy, artist, was a trif grazing land unjustifiably
Foraker
no n,oll us Tleleeate tration at the White House.
no
Of Scotch parents, he was born near
U, uvuiui-ii- .
sort of person and one who prac- within the national forest boundaries
ling
to
his
called
1837.
had
said
pay
he
Arizona
merely
Poniomn. Renubllcan. or
n,.i,nni Scotland, on April 27th,
ticed miEtllsm on his wife, according for the sake of grazing has gained
for renpects to President Taft and to He was the seventh of twelve child
ot
spoke for twenty minutes each
to testimony this morning in a suit wide currency," says Secretary
his
him
for
thank
reappointed
having
were
givbill
and
to James and
the passage of the
hrnimht hv Mrs. Christy to omain Agriculture James Wilson In his anas marshal ren born
Foraker
in
brother
educa-Crelghton
remarks
His
F.
their
extend
to
early
en leave
nual report Just made to the Presi(Foster) Crichton.
possession of her daughter. Charles
Mexico.
received In the Scotland Hall, a former Christy moaei, men dent.
the Congressional Record. The bill of New
of
women
few
eight
a
age
name
of
schools. At the youthful
tloned the
"To satisfy r;sc on tne ground
in the Bov's Choir in the ca- models with whom Christy
v.,
as to V e facts, made personal inves-famili1S51
,
the
In
the
said
year
He
Durham.
terms.
nf
proso
thrni
matters imlng th(j
a tlve models were rnmnpllpn to dis tigatlon of these
he came to America, later becoming
summer In the states of Idaho
past
lauer
the
In
Pa.
robe Immediately that Christy might and Wyoming.
resident of Bristol,
Presumably the time
rttv hn met and married Mrs. E. H. judge of the figures for artistic pur- will come when some portions of the
I
n
after
IQL-W- B
hlra
freedom
now
survles
much
i.vi.n whn
poses. There was
present forests can with benefit to the
.
nf nmrrlprt life. TWO
I.loriy-nvrhrlstv and the girls, Hall Bald,
yeui v
community: uo conVertea Into farm
common
lflr
Crichton
Z
hiiMlnir. klsslni and
T. ...
children also survive. Roy J.
and Mrs. Rose (Crichton) McBride, pastimes. At other times, Hall sald.L,,
l0rai9 o
,ntr0(lucton of
of
brother
his
A
caress
Fe.
both living In Santa
Christy would hold and
usefuI
drought.endurlng vegcta-mod.
doll.
call
in
her
his
Glasgow,
and
'baby
the deceased Is living
is steadi.v "eainlna"
Ti
"O
l.
" ",na""
"'V lu
Scotland, and another brother in Aus- LBn1'" il
the desert, and may be expected
told of how upon
Mrs.
Hall
related.
also
tralia.
to gain on the forest in semi-arire
the artist struck his wife knocking gions.
Came Here In 1881.
Growth in population also will
nose
Mexico
bleed
to
for
Dose
New
Another
down
her
causing
Fix
her
to
Senate Preparing
Up
Mr. Crichton came to Santa Fe from
bring an Increasing demand for farm
and "sitting on her."
land. But it will also bring an inRecent Plan to Pass Merely Act
Bristol In 1S81 and has always been
and
citicreasing demand for timber and watone of the foremost
as
regarded
to Authorize Constitutional Convention
er conservation. The present Is not
zens. He stood especially high in DRAMATIC CRITIC
TAKES HIS LIFE. the time to decide where the line
Is Likely to be Adopted.
church and Masonic circles. A stolid
should finally be drawn.
and staunch Presbyterian he was ever
Chicago, Jan. 15. Identification of
"I found no evidence that the naan Indefatigable worker for the local
Jan. 19. No new Whlto House. He was in conference First Presbyterian church of which at the body of the man found dead at tional forests are withholding from
Washington,
stnrs will be added to the American leclay with Attorney General George the time of his death he was an elder the Breslow hotel at BIloxl, Miss., settlement land now demanded for
ac- Wlckershara on
the New Mexico
here today as that of Ba- agriculture. As to grazing land, It Is
flag before the Bummer of 1911
and clerk of the church session. He was made
Verto
nroner adminis
wa noted for his kindliness and rrett Eastman, for years known A. F. siifnHent tn mv that
cording to the plan under considera- Judgeships. Territorial Engineer
as a dramntlc critic.
trative control of national forest graz
tion in the Senate committee on ter- non L. Sullivan Is busy with Irriga- great charity and was beloved by all
identiIn
the
the
matters
made
the
ing has necessitated tne nxing or tne
ritories. The program is said to have tion and Carey not
who knew him. He was a prominent Eastman, from father,
All in- boundaries whore they now are, that
a photograph.
of the Interior.
the endorsement of President Taft. It
Mnann. bavins held the office of sec- - fication
at the BIloxl hotel were that nnlitln sentiment In the states visit
New Mexico Must Wait,
provides for reporting an entirely
retatv. Junior and senior warden In dications
with poison ed is strongly in favor of the main"new statehood bill for New Mexico
10
No. 1. Ea.Uman ended his life
Th
r
r
Lodce
tua
Tnntp7iima
n'..l,in..inn
'1
tioiiinH"'".
"'"
'"iiiw mini .iiuuii.ui""
and Arizona. The Hamilton bill pass- Senate bill will authorize New Mext-- Only last December he was elected to and sought to prevent identification tenance of the existing boundaries,
the pnpers he carried. nnd Hint, rpnreseiitntlons
that great
ed iiv the House is declared to be ob
nmnn v..
for
mrmtpr. . nn Of- - by destroying
nf
- "A..U,...,. in
i" IwtM
lu (uiu nu''U"ii
ii'. eloptinna
iijb
areas of land are held for other than
t
m
hilt nn a
nnn nf Ilia CrpntPSt Utll- jectionable to the Senate committee .u.. - ,
nuIUtn,ia
Misfurest purposes are In my judgment
. hn,. tto was also con- - plo of Yazoo and Hinds counties,
on two accounts: First, because
,,
,,.,, nm. mom.
after the surrender of Vlcks-bur- wide of the fncts."
ilo for su cieiu eiansou luM-not nrnv
dne
i
"
could be held until Biiienoua in the circles of the Grand sissippi,
of
Congress
When tracts nf land suitable for
mustered
lie was honorably
time for the adoption of the constltu
nller the constitutions have been ap- Army of the Republic, being a mem- out of the servlco October 2fi, 1SC4. As agriculture are found scattered In the
lion nnd the election of suite officers
two
He
his
and
ber ot Carlton Post.
by tlio President nnd Congress.
honorable ns was his army national forests, they are always, con-trar- v
and members of tho Senate nnd House proved
will be brothers, John and Charles J., fought clean and
to the helief nf mnnv. onened to
tifo ko too was Ida career as a citizen.
Tho other objec- The effect of tills provision
ot Representatives.
killed
conto
hold
war
latter
the
to permit the territories
being
in the Civil
His loss will be distinctly felt by the settlement under the act of June 11,
tion relates to the protection of the
U.
F.
1SC1.
17.
elections
On
and
In buttle.
stitutional conventions
July
entire community, though Ills memory 1906, and the secretory says in his
public Interests In relation to existing for tho
adoption of the constitutions Crichton enlisted In the Cth Iowa
will ever linger as a standard oi meai report that nearly 1,500 homesteads,
and proposed land grants. It is
con15th
army
the
the
but
in
Berved
with n tntnl nrpn. nf 140.00(1 acres.
the
nnd
present yenr,
that an net will be nnssed mere during
citizenship.
Major
of
until
command
ratified
the
fiscal year.
not
be
under
could
to hold stitutions
corps
The funeral arrangements have not were listed during the last
ly authorizing the territories
After
been completed, but will be ana constitutional convention tins iun. CongreBB meets next December. could General John A. Lognn, gallantly
yet
and meritoriously tnking part in the nounced In those columns In due time. BUYS 355,000 ACRES IN
New Mexican'! Cdrrespondent Still the ratification, state elections
MEXICO AT $1 AN ACRE.
be hold. Under the terms of the pro- battles of Slilloh. Vlckburs, MissionHopeful.
Rev, Deraches' Tribute,
posed senate bill the two territories ary Ridge, nnd the fights in the At
of
to
am
shocked
hear
"I
Speclnl to the New Mexican.
greatly
San Antonio, Texas. Jan. 19. R. T.
not bo possibly admitted before lnntlo campaign. In 1862 he was proWashington, D. C, Jan. 19. The could
Crlchton's death," Bald Father PrnlmHwi nf T .no.
Cnl.
hns
moted from sergeant to first lieuten- Mr.
SnnntB committee on territories Is the summer of 1911.
was
"He
a
Deraches
neigh
today.
de
from the Sonora Land Com
a whllo served as aide
bought
For
ant.
will
It
bill.
statehood
the
considering
to
I
admire
learned
and
of
mine
M.
bor
of
ncres
tills
Innd
licity, 355,000
a
pany of
ramp on the staff of General John
Will Be Wedded A marriage
pass the Semite in the course or
Altoona Tats. his fine character. His loss will be In the Altar district, state of Sonora,
few days with Beveral unimportant cense was Issued at Las Vegas yes- Corse, the hero of
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In a most tragic manner, last even
ing, death stalked into the midst oi
a prayer raeetlngat the First.
church, and without the
as
slightest sign of warning claimed
its victim F. P. Crichton, the agea
pillar of the congregation. Crichton
had arisen to address bis fellow
churchmen on the subject of "John
the Baptist' He was proceeding in a
verv Interesting manner, his voice
clear and firm. Suddenly Just as he
finished the sentence "And he spake
as a prophet," Crichton'g head snap- bed forward and he fell to the floor, a
corpse. For a moment all present
were dumfounded, seemingly paralyzed with dread and fear. Then a num
ber rushed to the Bide ot the aged and
stricken man. The family physician,
Dr. W. S. Harroun, was speedily summoned but he could only corroborate
the evidence that Crichton was beyond all earthly assistance.
Word was then sent to Roy J.
Crlchton.'the boh. who was attending
a meeting elsewhere. Upon his arrival the body was removed to the
residence on Cathedral street.
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THE TEST

JANUARY

20. 1910.

FOR CENSUS ENUMERATORS.

The test to which census applicant"
for the position of census enumerator
must submit is very simple, so simple

that

any person who knows

how to

read and write can successfully pasi
Su
A call for more applicants for nlaces

as census enumerators has been Issued by Supervisor of Census Paul A.
F. Walter. He urges all persons In
his district desiring to serve to obtain their application forms at once
and to file them with him before January 31, when he must stop considering new applications in order to prepare for the "test" of the previous ap-

plicants on February 5. After this he
will examine and rate the papers until about February 22, when he will
forward his list of designations as
pa
enumerators, with their "test
pers, to Census Director Durand, who
will carefully go over and rerate the
papers of the successful candidates
before giving his consent to the Issue
of commissions to them by the super
visor. By the middle or latter part of
March all the enumerators will have
been commissioned and will be In receipt of detailed instructions concern
ing their work. Their first application forma were mailed to more than
300 applicants today. To quiet any qualms relative to the
"test" of the qualifications of applicants, to be made February 6, the supervisor has obtained some Informa
tion from the census director concerning the "test" of twelfth census enum
erators. It has been officially stated
that the 1910 "test" will be very siml
lar to the one in the preceding census
and will consist In requiring applicants to fill sample schedules from
printed narratives concerning census
facts. As the rural enuemators are
to carry both the population and agricultural schedule, they will be "tested" with samples of both, but the city
enumerators, who carry the popula
tlon schedule alone, will oul7 bo required to prove their ability by Ailing
a sample of that schedule.
The "test" population schedule narrative In 1900 was, in part, as follows:
"The enumerator of the ferty-IUtenumeration district of the ninth supervisor's district of the jtae a' Pennsylvania, In the village of Port Royal,
Schuylkill
Londonderry Township,
county, begins his enumeration June
street.
No.
201
Burton
1, 1900. at
"This houBe Is occupied by a single
family, consisting of Patrick O'Leary,
big wife, Margaret, and his son,
James.
"Patrick came to this country from
Ireland (where he was born of Irish
parents) In May of 1870, when he was
Just 22 year old. Three years after
his arrival he was married to an Irish
girl who had come over from his native village a year before. As soon a
possible he became naturalized. He
can read and write and speak English, and owns a good house, free of
Incumbrance, which he has bought
from bis earnings as a teamster, In
which occupation he has had steady
work during the past year.
"Margaret, hlg wife, Is also of Irish
parentage, and was born In January,
and la nearly four years younger than
her husband. She has had two children, only one of whom Is living. She
can read and speak English, but ha
to make her 'mark' for her signature.
"James was born In Harrlsburg,
February, 1876. He has a good common school education, works at any
sort of day labor, and secured nine
months' steady work during the past
year, He 1b not married.
"In the next house, 203 Burton
street, the enumerator found an English woman by the name of Mrs. Jane
Parker, a widow, occupying a rented
house with her single daughter, Virginia, and her married daughter, Nellie E., and the husband of the latter,
Albert Johnson.
"Mrs. Parker came to this country
34 yearg ago, has a good education, la
a dressmaker by trade, and has constant employment. She was 50 year
old last April, and is of Scottish birth
on ber mother's side. She has had
four children, three of whom are living and one of whom has died.
"Virginia is of English parentage,
has been through the local schools
and hag been a saleswoman for eight
months of the past year; she was
born in Philadelphia In March, 1817.
"Nellie E. was 28 years old last January, and hag but recently married.

be Interested In today la the'questlon
of the Immediate status and administration of the 70,000,000 acres of coal
land yet remaining In the hands of
Is It being
Sam Bt ill has u billion aoros, equiva- the federal government.
of Welsh parents, November, 1805, He
to an enormous empire to give carelesaly administered and IndiscrimIs In the grocery business and Keeps lent
President inately
away for development.
disposed of so ns to fall into
his own books and accounts."
Taft says significantly in the message: the hands of monopolistic syndicates,
ac
seems
of
to
simple,
millions
comparatively
It
"The truth is that title
or has the government In its present
cording to the supervisor, to draw out acres of public lands was fraudulent- plan of classification and value adoptof the above statement the required ly obtained nnd the right to recover ed an
nnd
comprehensive
details for the population schedule and a large part of such lands for the programadequate
the interests
for
to enter them under the proper col- government long ceased by reasons of the people?protecting
I'ndor this plan, Is a
umn divisions relating to location, of statutes of limitation." He says In fair money return being made to the
name, relationship, personal descrip- another place: "Since March 4, 1909, federal treasury for the coal lniida as
tion, nativity, citizenship, occupation, temporary withdrawals102of power sites now sold and on the other hand are
streams and
have been made on
education, etc.
cover the prices fixed Buch as to encourage
therefore
withdrawals
Above all such a "test" can do la to these
In the west, or
229 per cent more streams than were mining development
evidence the legibility of an appll- covered
are they prohibitive to the opening of
made
withdrawals
the
by
new fields nnd new mines and do they
ennt'g handwriting and his ability to
to that date."
rtntnrnilnn where to write In the sam prior
thues play into the hands of those
"to
asks
President
The
Congress
in
western
ple schedule the facts clearly stated
have owning the remnlnder of the
which
withdrawals
validate
coal lands? These questions and other
the narrative.
made
been
by the Secretary of the
The agricultural schedule narrative Interior and President and to author- phases of the subject of the cool defor 1900 was very similar, except that ize the Secretary of the Interior tem- posits on the public lands are discussthe facts stated relate to farms and porarily to withdraw lands pending ed In U. 8. Geological Survey Bulleof Coal
farming operations.
submission to Congress or recom- tin 424 "The Valuation
TSefore the "test" February B, the mendations ns to leglslii"lon to meet Lands."
a conditions or emergencies
as they
Stated In a sentence, the present
supervisor will send each applicant
list nf instructions concerning nuing arise. One of the most pressing scheme of classification and valuation
in the "test" schedules, which will needs In the matter of public land re- by the government is based on selling
still further simplify the subject and forms is that lands should be classi- coal land at coal prices and fixing the
insure the passing of the test by those fied according to their principal value price per acre on an estimate of tonwho possess only an ordinary commo- or use. It should be done by the In nage content, and quality of coal. An
i acre-foot
of coal comprises npproxl-- I
n-school
education and practical terior Department through the
Much of the confuSurvey.
common sense.
mately 1750 tons; thus an acre under
sion, fraud and contention which has lain with a
coal body contains
arisen in the past has arisen from 21,000 tons. The work of classiflca- HE SPAKE AS A PROPHET.
the lack of an official and determina- tlon of the coal lands and determinaTomorrow afternoon will be lnid In tive classification of the public lands
tion of the tonnage is one of purely
their last resting place, the mortal re- and their contents.
geologic scope; the valuation and sale
mains of F. P. Crichton, who in the
President Taft also declares him- Is one of administration.
Tho bullefullness of his years was called to self a friend of
for he tin in question contains two discus-- '
his eternal home. If he had been says: "No one can Irrigation,
west
the
visit
far
slons, one on coal land values by G.
taken in a chariot of Are, if he had and the country of arid and semi-ariH. Ashley and the other on depth
been translated hence like Enoch, his
that
convinced
without
lands,
being
and thickness of beds as factors in
taking off could not have been more this is one of
most
Important
tjie
significant, for he sank Into his long methods of conservation of our natu- valuation, by C. A. Fisher.
The fundamental
sleep as he was leading in prayer ral resources that the government has
premise of Mr.
meeting and had Just uttered the entered upon." He asks that a bond 'Ashley's paper Is that any 40, or 100,
words "He spake as a prophet."
tract of coal land, as the
issue of $30,000,000 be authorized for or
The Incident 1b significant to be- the
now under case may be. Is worth today what it
of
completion
projects
Mr.
because
liever and unbeliever,
j can be purchased
for and mined at a
Crichton had lived the life of a model way.
of
190,000.000 acres of luir pruiiL, Hiiuwiug iui ujieitiuuu, iuu
the
Speaking
that
life
led
the
simple
had
he
citizen;
cost of carrying until mined out, taxes
Theodore Roosevelt exalted; he had forest rtjerves, the President says: and
contingencies. This price is ar-been the exemplary citizen of whom "The importance of the maintenance rived at from
study of the present sale
be
cannot
forests
of
our
exaggerated.
Jacob Rlis Is a type, and It is no won
price of private coal lands and the
der that it was given him to live Upwards of- 400,000,000 acres of for- royalties
by individual or
three years more than the allotted est land in this country Is In privateof lessors. Acharged
table of royalties Is given
three
cent
but
e
Beventy-threownership
only
per
those
lived
lifetime and
and discussed showing a present aver
years in vigor 01' mind and body, for it is being treated scientifically.
The message concludes with advo- age in the United States of about
bis body and his mind had no penal10 cents a ton, with a strong upward
ties to pay for dissipation, for errors cacy of inland waterways improveof
In living, because his mind was ser ment and suggests that the Ohio river tendency. The commercial value
ene unto the end, uis sinews unweak- - project which will cost $03,000,000 be coal lanf Is considered from three
ened by alcohol. No wonder he did a completed first. The message reiter- standpoints the values placed
man's work until the very last day ates the recommendations made by their coal lands by companies desir
on which he fell dead In his beloved Secretary of the Interior Balllnger In ing to float bonds, the value at which
church where Sunday after Sunday his annual report and is along safe coal lands are assessed by county as
he attended service; where prayer and conservative lines and yet does sessors all over the country and the
meeting after prayer meeting he lift- not retreat an Inch from the policies prices at which coal lands are actu
ed his voice, not in sniveling or In of conservation mapped out by Presi- ally sold In the principal coal fields.
A typical example of bonded coal land
cant but as a strong man who lives dent Roosevelt.
Is cited in which a value of $1000 an
the faith that Is in him.
acre Is placed on the land by the coal
Such a life Is beautiful. It answers
EQUALIZE ASSESSMENTS.
the question: "Is life worth living?"
The board of equalization driven company. The assessed values of
with: "Yes, if you live it right." Mr. Into a tight corner sidestepped the coal lands, it is shown, range from
of main Issued raised by the district at- SI to $G80 an acre for anthracite coal,
Crichton was a natural leader
men; his strong mind and determin- torneys very adroitly. It is true that with an assumed valuation of from
ed will, no doubt the heritage of cen- a valuation of dollar for dollar at tho one to four times these amounts. The
turies of right living by his Scotch present tax rate would not only sale prices for bituminous coal lands
forbears, would have enabled him to be ruinous.
be con ranee from 60 cents for lands In unIt would
conquer In political, In financial, In fiscatory. Nevertheless,
a reduction prospected territory to $3000 an acre
every field he might have essayed to of
not for the best coking coal land.
can
rate
tax
the
go forth. But he chose instead to be precede very well a
raising of
Adopting the royalty charge as the
loved
work
his
a skillful artisan who
the tax values. An Increase of assess- best measure of the value of private
like
and
and accomplished it quietly
ment would force, or ought to force a coal lands now on the market and
a master mechanic of whom it can be lowering of the tax rate. A lowering taking a 10 cent royalty as a fair aver
said: "His heart was in his skill and of the tax
rate, such as will tako age filth an assumption that 20 years
In his
his soul
craftsmanship;
this year will not Induce the Is sufficient tiue to allow for the minto be an elder place
he preferred
return hig proper- ing out of a tract (which would give
be property owner to
rather than
in his church
he
it last an average Interest and tax paying
a political leader; to be an Influ ty any higher thanthe returned
point is not the period of 10 years) the government's
ence for good and high Ideals In his Sear. After all,
or raising of the assessment,
scale of cash prices for Its coal lands
lodge rather than hold a public of lowering
'ound but the equalization of the assessment has been figured out to correspond,
fice; to speak out when.
rate. What the people, and especially making fair allowance for various conit necessary even to utter unwen
In a one- but wholesome truths rather than the tax payers, expect from the board tingencies. This resuitj
statement fifth cash price of what the royalty
sway multitudes with polished elo of equalization Is a frank
quence; to vote and act as a man un- - to this effect: "Wo fixed the valua- would amount to. This may be stated
trammeled by any considerations but tion of railroads at fifteen per cent of hypothetlcally as follows:
those of truth, Justice and conscience, their actual value as given by the Purchase price, per acre ..'.....$100
rather than to amass wealth and seek census bureau. All other property Interest on $100 at 7 per cent for
10 years, compounded annually
97
influence. He loved music for art's should be returned accordingly." Then
sake and In it and books and above not only the tax payer but all the Allowance for taxes and contin63
all, his home and his church, found world would know officially that th.
gencies
that content and peace of mind, that assessment of the territory represses
Joy in life, which spell happiness and fifteen per cent of its wealth; then Cost of land at average time of
which is sought, but generally with- the conscientious taxpayer would not
$250
mining
out success by men and women In feel like a perjurer every time he Allowance for contingencies
of
so many other ways than those that make an assessment return at the
250
mining
lead through quiet vales to the snowy same rate that everybody elsrf
peaks.
his wealth, though he knows it Resulting In a total of
..$500
Mr. Crichton was no mollycoddle.
represents only a small fraction of or the estimated royalty return per
Only last fall, this septuagenarian the assessment the law says he shall acre.
clambered over the rough heights of return.
In other words, starting with an
Mount Baldy and the Lake Peaks,,
The railroads pay mor man a quar- acre of coal land which will yield an
way beyond Nambe for over a week, ter of all the taxes In New Mexico.
estimated $500 in royalties and workIn a snow storm, In pursuit of game,
share and more of li ing backward, $100, or one-fift-h
the
and the youngest and strongest in They pay their fifteen
valucent
it
on
per
a
royalty price Is arrived at as a fair
the party could not outdo him. At and do
in
exists
But
the
Inequality
cash valuation.
the same time, he lived a quiet, gen- ation.
returnAs of Interest In connection with
tle home life, did charity unostenta- other classes of property being
to
five
from
the
per
all
fifty
way
the strong recommendation of the sectiously with open hand, counseled his ed
In the
lies
trouble
The
more.
cent
and
children In the way they should go
retary of the Interior In his 1909 reand provided for the needs of the assessor and of the board of county port in favor of a leasing system for
unthe
power
commissioners
having
physical body with the skill of his
the public coal lands, the bulletin
hands having unfaltering fuith that der the law to cinch one man, and It gives some statements and figures
thus he would be able to provide un- Is generally a man of small property, Bhowlng the operation of state leasing
for 90 to 100 per cent, while the
til the end.
systems In Colorado and Wyoming.
In the days of his youth he fought
the owner of land grants and The
practice Is apparently proving
for his country; he was to the van in coal mines and large personal wealth,
In Colorado the royalty
some of the bloodiest battles of the escapes with five or ten per cent, or satisfactory.
10c
is
a ton and on November 30,
Civil War; he did his duty as a sol- even less. Establish a uniform rate,
1908, there were 18,275 acres of state
dier as bravely as be lived afterwards whether It is ten cents on the dollar,
leaseas a citizen. Ah, such patriots and or fifteen cents, or fifty cents on the coal land under lease and these
in the bienso rare, dollar and then enforce it Impartially, holds yielded $104,450.42
citizens are rare
that this simple life Is deserving of and no Interest will suffer while the nial term ending on that date. Wyomore than passing notice! Surely, be stigma of tax dodger will be removed ming's leasing law was enacted only
in
a royalty of 6c a
spake as a prophet, all bis days to from the bulk of the tax paying popu- ton 1907; It provides
0
on all coal mined and sold to
all who knew him and well does he, lation of the territory.
0
tons, 5c If between 25,000 and
who heeds hlg voice, even after death,
tons and 3c a ton If more than
has stilled It.
VALUES
OF THE PUBLIC COAL 100,000 tons are mined each year.
Verily, he has had his reward even
LANDS.
In speaking of the effect of the new
In this life, and whatever the reward
What Is being done with the sev- valuation plans upon government coal
after death, it surely will be his, thus
making plain to the scoffer the appar- enty million or more acres of coal land sales, Mr. Ashley says: "The higher
ent paradox of the saying that to blm In the west which still remain In the prices placed on government coal
who hath shall be given.
possession of the government? The land do not seem to have decreased
totul area of tho western coal fields, their sale, hut rather the contrary.
THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE ON
according to the information of the Thus, to take as a concrote IllustratCONSERVATION.
United States geological
survey, is ion the land office In Salt Lake city,
President Taft today sent to the
acres. The annual re- it Is slated that when the new govern122,000,000
Senate his message on conservation.
ment prices were first announced
of the commissioner of the genIt goes Into the subject in some de- port
there was a general expression of
land office for 1909 shows, howtail and It urges Congress to act eral
the
of the doubt as to the sale of the lands and
without delay, not to await the out-- j ever, that since 1873 passage
land law In
only 506,919 tho prediction wag freely made that
come of the Balllnger-PIncho- t
Investi- coal
have been patented as coal land, the new prices would absolutely tie
acres
on
statute
to
the
gation but
place
was not long, howbooks the laws recommended.
Th6 large areas were legitimately acquir- up the sales. It
other land ever, before coal landB began to sell
message should do away with the no- ed through railroad and
the actual acretion that the Taft administration
is grants and Bome had already passed at the new prices and
before the en- age sold In a short time far exceeded
opposed to conservation, that It la not into private ownership
coal land law, but the previous sales within a similar period.
willing to go to extreme lengths to actment of the
Tho sales have Increased rather than
carry out the Roosevelt policies in conclusion Is forced that much of this
that respect, but It wants to do so great acreage, representing a resource decreased. The writer of this report
with every warrant of law.
Outside of enormous value, was through either visited the Salt Lake office October 1,
of tb lands in Alaska, the United fraud or Ignorance, acquired under 1909, and found that In the preceding
Slates today has 731,000,000 acres of other laws, What the country should month, September, 27 sales had been
fully one' eighShe wag born in Baltimore, reads. public lands of which
teenth are situated In New Mexico. In
writes and speaks English.
more
'Albert Johnson, the husband 01 Alaska, there are 868,000,000
acres of public land so that Uncle
Nellie, was born In New York City,

made at an average price of over $48
an acre, bringing into the office dur
ing tho month a total of over 1200,1100,
that 50 declaratory statements had
been made and five cash entries. In
Wyoming coal declaratory statement
have been made in one of which the
prices range from $370 to $110, and
in another from $225 to $430 per acre."
In tho paper on the maximum
depth at which coal may be mined
and the minimum thickness of a workable coal seam Mr. Fisher shows that
the regulations of the government
have been well considered, in view of
the general practice here and abroad.
In fixing tho maximum depth at 3000
feet for purposes of classification the
government hag adopted a conservative course, but looking a little ahead
of the present. The deepest coal
shaft in this country Is about 2200, but
coal is mined In Pelgluin at nearly
4000 feet. The British standard of
mnximnm depth Is 4000 feet while
Germany believes that coal will be
mined profitably nt 6000 feet. It is
worthy of note that American railroad companies have purchased and
are holding land for Its coal deposits
which are 5000 and more feet In
depth.
In establishing the minimum thickness at 14 Inches the government hns
conservative, middle
again tnken
ground, also looking a little ahead.
While many coal men consider 3 or 4
feet aB thin coal, nevertheless
seams are now being mined In Missouri and for forty years 12 inches bos
been regarded In England as the minimum thickness of a workable coal
bed.
The bulletin is a full consideration
of the whole question of classification
and valuation of the public coal lands,
and may be had upon application to
the Geological Survey, Washington.
D. C.
THE NEW YEAR'S EDITION.
There Is a skentical tone in the fol
lowing fniin the Western Liberal of
Lordsbtirg. Grant county: "The New
Mexican issued a special edition
boosting the capital city. The Liberal did not know that so many nice
things could be said about Santa Fe
as appeared in this issue."
The Montoya Republican is more
positive In Its expression for It says:
"The New Year's edition of the Santa
Fe New Mexican was one of the most
creditable papers we have seen in New
Mexico. It was In magazine form, profusely Illustrated, In fact, a work of
art, showing many beautiful scenes
for which Santa Fe Is noted. It is
a credit to the territory and all should
have it."
Editor D. L. Newklrk of the Pecos
Valley News, speaks as follows of the
special edition:
"From what we learn of Santa Fe,
N. M., in literature and the advertising matter of the Santa Fe Railroad
Company, we might suppose the city
to be a collection of adobe huts built
in a semi-circaround the church of
San Miguel. It takes something like
the New Year's edition of the Santa
Fe New Mexican to disprove the
prevailing ideas of the Ancient City.
The edition was well printed with
scenes of the capital city, showing
the many modern buildings, schools,
The
churches and business blocks.
New Year's edition was of great
advertising value to the city of Santa
Fe, and Indirectly, to the territory of
New Mexico."
of Chicago
A well known banker
wrlteB:
"I want to congratulate you on the
splendid edition of the New Mexican
that you got out on January third. I
have never seen better printers work,
the pictures that you have are char
and the
acteristic and attractive,
write-up- s
are artistically done. You
have every reason to feel very proul
of this achievement."

THEY ARE COMING BACK.
The farmers who left New Mexico
last fall to find work elsewhere, will
return this spring, according to the
New Mexican's
They
exchanges.
were not discouraged by last year's
drouth and are determined to win out,
to make New Mexico their permanent
home. It Is to be hoped they will
come early enough to work their soil
so that It will retain the abundant
moisture that has fallen upon It the
past few weeks. Unless they do,
many will face the same conditions
that confronted them last year when
they saw their crops shrivel because
they had failed to farm scientifically
Says the Stanley Index of southern
'
Santa Fe county:
"One of the most hopeful signs of
the times for this part of the valley
Is the news of an intention to return
at an early date, from a number of
people who left here last summer.
This, and the fact that very few are
proving up now and leaving, shows
an abiding faith in the Stanley coun
try on the nart of the settlers.
"Almost the entire area of land
which has been In cultivation one or
more years In this vicinity will be
seeded again this spring, and in addition a considerable amount of god
will be broken out if the season is
favorable. The farmerB have learned
one thing pretty generally, however,
through the experience of last year,
and that Is the fact that sod land Is
rather uncertain for crop production
the first year, so that the most of
them are giving their first and best
attention to preparing their old land."
If San Mnrclal property owners fol
low the
lead of the San Marclal
Standard, the town will be clean and

sanitary In a short time. Says the
Standard : "It should make every
one blush to hear the traveling gales-mesay: 'This is the dirtiest town
on my route.' Just a little care on
each citizen's part would help much.
This is your town and mine; let us
fnce this responsibility of cloanll- Tho Demlng Graphic hag expanded
Into seven columns under its new

ownership and management and has
also donned a now dress which gives
It a natty appearance. It Is well edited
and should be the pride of Luna

Uure Is subject for thought from LOVERS HAVE MARRIAGE
LAW DOWN PAT.
the Albuquerque Morning Journal not
for
only for Albuquerque but also
Santa Fe and even the territorial Were Not Flustered When Asked to
board of equalization:
Produce Parents to Give Their
Consent.
"151 Puso reports an assessed valuation tills year of $30,000,000. El Paso
has 40.000 people This Is a pretty
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 14. A
good showing. Albuquerque has an wide range of knowledge In the matassessed valuation this year of a little ter of obtaining a marriage license, ns
more tlinn $3,000,000. El Pnso Is not
well as all the details of the law conten times bigger than Albuquerque.
Certainly It Is not ton tlmeB richer.
Tho discrepancy Is worth
thinking
about."
"The board of equalization gently
rebukes the district attorney for ad
vising It what Its duties are; remlndB
tho district attorneys that the board
has frequently
pointed out duties
which the said district attorneys have
overlooked, and generally intimates
that the district attorneys attend to
their own business. It is now up to
tho district attorneys.
If the argu
ment can be continued we will doubt
less get much valuable information
about our system of assessment and
taxation."

nected with getting married, which
are so often found very trying by
bashful young couples contemplating
matrimony, was displayed yesterday
by LadlBlado Montoya, aged 19, and
Miss Pnbllta Padllla, aged 10, both of
Santa Barbara, a small village north
of Albuquerque. Contrary to all precedents, the young couple entered the
probate clerk's office In the court
house yesterday morning, all bedecked for their marriage. Tho groom-to-b- e
was attired in conventional black
and wore a big bouquet of orange
blosomg on the lapel of his coat. The
future Mrs. Montoya wore a pretty
white dress, with flowing veil, and a
crown of orange blosoms' on her head.
The young man asked for a marriage
license and after looking over the
assortment hnnded out by the clerk,
selected one he thought suited him,
During the course of signing up the
It developed
articles of agreement
that tho boy had only seen nineteen
summers, nnd the girl blushinily admitted that she was sweet sixteen,
but neslected to add whether or not
she had ever been kissed. The clerk
was just preparing to break It gently
to the children
that they would
either have to produce mamma anil
papa or wait a few years, when Ladis-ladwith an impressive wave of the
hand announced that he wau aware
that the consent of both their parents
were necessary.
Asking to be excused a moment, he withdrew to the
corridor and Boon returned with Mr.
and Mrs. Montoya and Mr. and Mrs.
Abran Padilla, who cheerfully affixed
their elgnntures to the consent stipulation In the marriage llncese. The
young couple, accompanied by their
parents, drove to the office of Justice
of the Peace W. W. McClellan, where
they were married without further
preliminaries.

The Southwest Trail for Janunry
published under the auspices of the
Rock Island's passenger department,
is dovotcd to the dry farming section
of northeastern New Mexico and in
word and picture makes a splendid
showing for Quay, Guadalupe and
Union counties. Special articles de
scribe Tucumcarl, Nara Visa, Ami- stad, Obar and other new and prosperous towns of that part of the territory. In this connection, Willard Bel
kuap, the champion booster for the
Nara Visa country writes the Now
Mexican:
"We will keep right on making
Nara Visa bigger, busier and better
each year. We are now at work on a
fine new booklet for the Nara Visa
country, which will be the best ever
put out in northeastern New Mexico.
Our Commercial Club is spending sev
eral hundred dollars in improving the
roads in the vicinity of Nara Visa, nnd
has also started on a campaign of ad
vertising such as this section has not
yet had. This Is the time to book New
Mexico."
Though only a new town of about
five hundred people, Santa Fe caa well
go to Nara Visa to learn a lesson.
ENDED

There Is nothing visionary about
the good roads project from Santa
Ke to Aztec as set forth In the addresB
made last evening by Jay Turley to
the Board of Trade. It Is less diffi
cult than many of the good roads
projects that have become realities
states. In
even In the neighboring
fact, the road already exists and It
need only be repaired here and there.
As far ns Santa Fe county Is con
cerned, the road at present leads
through the most fertile and most
populous parts of the county. Two- thirds of the population of the coun
ty Is tributary to this road and the
travel over It Is heavier than on
any other road In this vicinity. From
here to Santa Cruz most of the road
Is in igood condition 3
automobiles
have passed over It again and again
tnd that In good time and without
mishap. A maximum expenditure of
$3,000 will put It in superb condition
and the county can spend money to
no better purpose.
The people of McKlnley county
have set a good example In public
spiritedness in giving the necessary
lands for the right of way as well as
depot Bites and yardage room free to
the proposed Arizona and Colorado
railroad which Is to be built from
Clifton, Arizona, to Durango, Colorado.
It will be quite a loss to Santa
Fe's business Interests and prestige
If the railroad Is built, for It will for
ever put an end to Santa Fe's ambi
tion to control the trade of San Juan
county unless the automobile line
that is spoken of Is realized and that
can be only if the roads between
here and Santa Fe are put into good
condition. San Juan county is an
empire in Itself and Santa Fe will ever
regret If It permits the trade of that
county to be diverted to Gallup and
Even the
thence to Albuquerque.
capitol fight which will come up soon
er or later, will be greatly influenced
by the fact that San Juan county Instead of trading at Santa Fe will
trade elsewhere.
The Engineering and Mining Journ
al credits New Mexico with a production of 7,001,130 pounds of copper In
1898, against 8,525,652
pounds the

year before, which would Indicate a
considerable reduction. However, the
same Journal on another page, pub
lishes an article crediting the terrl
tory with a production laBt year of
more than 9.000,000 pounds of copper,
which is probably nearer right. There
is need In New Mexico of a perma
nent bureau that will keep track of
matters of that kind and It should be
made the duty of the bureau of Immigration to make inquiries and to com
pile statistics to show from year to
year the production of actual wealth
In the territory.

LIFE OF MISERY
WITH DOSE OF MORPHINE.

it Often Comes to Red Light
District In Some Hideous Form
or Other,

Death as

Albuquerque, N. M.. Jan. 14. Adela
Chavez, for a number of years a character In the various
redllght districts throughout the Territory, died
some time early yesterday morning
as the result of an overdose of morThe woman's dead body was
phine.
found at 7 o'clock yesterday morning
In a room in "Tom's Place," In the
old town, where she had been an in-

habitant for several months past. Acat the
cording to evidence given
coroner's inquest yesterday, the worn-ma- n
had threatened to kill herself a
number of times recently, but had put
off the deed until the arrival of Monl-c- o
Aranda, of Belen, whom she claimed was her husband. Aranda arrived
In Albuquerque
Wednesday morning
woman
and was with the Chavez
Wednesday night. The coroner's jury
returned a verdict to the effect that
death was caused by morphine, administered by the woman herself. Aranda
a
and the Chavez woman conducted
e
in Willard about two
house of
years ago, which was destroyed by
fire, money and jewels belonging to
the Chavez woman, valued at $3,000
being consumed In the conflagration.
The body was removed yesterday to
establishment,
Border's undertaking
where It was prepared for shipment
to Belen, where the parents of the
dead woman reside.
TIMBER SALE BUSINESS
INCREASES.
IN 80UTHWE3T
1909

Receipts For

November

Three Times Those
Month

In

of

About

Sama

1908.

Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 17. According to a statement Just made by
the district office of the forest service, the returns from timber sales in
the southwest point overwhelmingly
to a revival of business. Acting District Forester Woolsey Bald:
"The contrast between conditions
during November, 1908, and Novem
ber, 1909, lg very marked. The actual
November, 1908,
during
receipts
amounted to only $3,252.68, whereas
during November, 1909, the receipts
were $10,027.16.
In other words, 1909
receipts are approximately three times
those for the same month In 1908.
"During November, 1908, the timber sales contracted for amounted to
while during November,
$1,802.27,
Al1909, they aggregated $119,139.63.
though the cutting of much of this
timber will extend over a period of
years, the large November sales are
a sure Indication of prosperity.
'The value of the tlmbed actually
cut In November, 1908, according to
reports from supervisor, amounted to
Novemwhereas
$4,634.92,
during
ber, 1909, the actual cut was to the
value of $9,221.58.
It Is evident that
there is some disparity between the
receipts for timber saleB and timber
cut, This is accounted for by the fact
that timber is paid for in advance of
cutting, but generally speaking, It is
apparent that the timber disposed of
during November, 1909, was two to
three times as much aB during Novem

The New Mexican regrets that the
fur
gave
Roswell Register-Tribun-e
ther circulation to the absurd Btory of
the Artesia Advocate telling how
Chief Justice Mills was selected for
How absurd the
the governorship.
story is, may be gauged from the fact
that It asserts that National Commit
teeman Solomon Luna and Territorial
Chairman H. O. Bumim entered the
President's office together, in fact,
that both had arrived In Washington
together. In reality, Mr. Bursum
hasn't been within two thousand miles ber, 1908.
of Washington for over a year.
"Forest officers say this Is exceed
ingly gratifying In view of the ImThe eagerness of Democrats for proved sllvicultural methods employview of the conservative
public office Is exemplified by the ed, and In
haste with which candidates for coun- methods of cutting. The reports show
sale busity offices are beginning to announce conclusively that theandtimber
yet the sllvi
themselves In Democratlo counties. ness 1b Improving,
In Chaves county, for Instance, O. Z. cultural needs of the forests are more
ever beFinley already carries a card in the carefully looked after than
Roswell Dally Record telling the dear fore. Those Increased sales Indicate
public that he would like to succeed that the disposal of timber Is on a
popular Charles L Ballard as sheriff sound, practical basis, and there Is
and that despite the fact that there still much stumpage that presents an
Is not likely to be any election
for lumfier- of attractive
investment
'
I
county officers this fall.
men."
M
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Congress Does Not Want to
Be Bothered with Territorial Demands
TAX

SUITS

FILED

TODAY

B. F. Pankey Appointed Mem-beof Cattle Sanitary
Board.

r

Governor Curry befora leaving for
Washington, D. C, laBt evening, apSunta
pointed B. F. Pankey ot Lamy,
I'e county, a member of the territoriBucceed
to
al cattle Banltary board
on January 31, Cole Railston, resigned.
Saloon It to Blame,
to
Captain Fred Fornoff who went
Corona to Investigate several shootot
ing scrapes including the killingfound
Deputy Sherlft W. S. McAdams,
that the affrays had nothing to do
with each other and were Independent
reoutbreaks, similar to that whichsame
sulted In the killing in the
of a cattleman
place not so long ago
named Chase and for which Jap Clark
Is serving a sentence in the penitenall
tiary. Captain Fornoff says that
theBe shooting scrapeB can be traced
back to one saloon In the communirendes-vouty which has been made theand who
of desperate characters
when full of drink do not hesitate to
use the gun freely. He says that the
Cambell-it- e
preliminary hearing of the
minister Trapp and bis two sons
for the killing of McAdums will take
Mechem at
place before Judge M. 0. SO.
Alamogordo on January
Made Records In Disposing of
Licenses.
Game Warded Thomas P. Gable reAlbuports th'. Fred W. Fischer of
querque, disposed of the most gaming
licenses during the past year and
that Probate Clerk E. G. Twitty of
aton stood second in that regard.
Methodist Church Incorporates.
First Methodist Episcopal
The
Inchurch of Belen, Valencia county,
In
corporated today by filing papers
Secretary
the office of Territorial
Nathan Jaffa, who is also acting governor during the absence of Governor
incorCurry from the Territory. The
porators and trustees are: Guy Cox,
Bert M. Scobee, John S. Berkey, Asa
Collier, Thomas J. Owens, William
M. Berger, Mary E. Berger, Alice
Campbell, Lula Scobee, Minnie L. Sut,
ter, OUie Collier, Mattle Cash, Sarah
Berkey, Florence Kroenig.
Filed Tax 8ulta.
District Attorney E. F. Abbott
for
brought suit in the district court
Santa Fe county on behalf of tbe Territory against the persons, property,
real estate, etc., described in the de1907.
linquent tax list for the year
Personal summons will be made In
ach instance and those who want to
avoid sheriff's costs had better hustle
and settle for their taxes before these
costs are Incurred.
He also brought suit In the district
court for Torrance county on behalf
of the Territory against the persons,
property, real estate, etc., described
in the delinquent tax list for the
a suit
year 1908 and will follow with
of
against the delinquent tax payers
Santa Fe county for 1908.
New Militia Company.
A company of the National Guard
will be mustered In at Albuquerque
next week by Adjutant General H. A.
Ford and Captain Brooks.
Committee Wants No Interference.
The following telegram sent by
Delegate to Congress W. H. Andrews
td Governor Curry, Indicates that the
committees on territories of Conto
gress are not in a mood to listen
New Mexico
from
representations
statehood
In
the
asking for changes
bill unless such representations come
or
through the proper representative
officials of New Mexico:
"Hon. Geo. Curry, Governor.
"Your telegram In regard to Rev.
ot the
E. McQueen Gray, president
University of New Mexico received.
His appearance was unexpected to
me.
I did not see him until he apon terpeared before the commiti.ee
ritories or I would have posted him,
not to say anything about the land
question. There was also a party from
Arizona trying to get a raise on land
No one seems to
for that territory.
realize the Immense amount of land
these two bills carry and In these
days of conservation the minute you
raise the land question It is a tender
time
point and I had a very serious
to
holding the three million acreB
pay the territorial and the various
county debts. It was an
move of the regents to send Mr.
Gray or to expect to get an Increase
of land for the University."
"W. H. ANDREWS, Delegate."
Application for Water Rights.
Applications for right to appropriate
waters have beon filed In the office of
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan as follows: No. 277, by Joseph
E Wlioclor. nt a cost of $1,000.
No. 278, by George W. Jornigan of
Alamogordo, 800 acreB In Cuervo
canon, at a cost of $500.
Superintendents Cannot Be Supply
Agents,
Territorial Superintendent of Pubthe followlic Instruction has sent out
"
ing Important circulars:
Gentlemen: It hns come to my attention that some of the county superintendents of New Mexico have been
induced by certain agents of school
supplies to act In the capacity ot representatives for supply houses with a
view to furnishing the various districts of the respective counties with
alleged needed helps. Since certain
irregularities have been reported
are
whereby county superintendents
to receive commissions on Bales of
these supplies, I think It advisable to
call your attention to Section 7, Chapter 119, Laws of 1903, found on page
180 of the lnlost compilation of school
Ibwb for our territory.
This section provides that school

directors are required to consult with
of county
and solicit the
superltendentB whenever It becomes
necessary ,to purchase furniture, fixtures, etc, This provision Is very
proper since the county superintendent Is supposed to know what supplies are most needed and what type
of supplies ara most serviceable:
furthermore, the county superintendent Is required by law to give consideration to Itemised bills and the apdiproval of warrants submitted by
rectors covering all expenses of the
public school and the county superintendent should be In touch with
the purchases made for tbe schools.
This provision in no sence, however,
Implies that the county superintendent ma yact as agent for a school supply company. On the contrary you
will find a provision In the latter part
of this Boctlon specifying that all persons Identified In an official capacity
with the public schools are prohibited
from being a party directly or indirectly to any contract for which public school money Is to bo used In connection with the operation or mainteSome
nance of such public school.
county superintendents have said
that .since thero is no penal clause attached to this particular section the
provision is null and void. To this
statement I would answer that Section 12, Chapter 121, Laws of 1909,
found on Pake 250, ot the recent compilation of school laws covers this
case and many others.
No doubt, you have received a copy
of the program for the meeting of the
Indepartment ot superintendents at
dianapolis on March 1st, 2nd. 3rd and
4th, 1910. I would call your attention to the subjects which are to be
of coundiscussed in the round-tabl- e
ty superintendents to be held Wednesday afternoon, March. 2nd:
The Necessary One Room School.
What It Should
When Necessary;
Do; How Do It.
Consolidated Schools: Advantages;
Obstacles; How Obtainable.
Industrial Education in the Consolidated School: Kind and Scope; One
Room School; Kind and Scope.
Teachers for County School: Kind
Wanted; How to Secure Them.
Supervisors of Couny Schools: Unit
of Supervision; Supervisors of Special Subjects; What Subjects; The Relation of Special Supervisor to Superintendents.
There will be several city superintendents from New Ilexico in attendance upon this meeting ut Indianapolis and If any of the county superintendents can make arrangements to
attend this meeting I am confident
that they will return to their work
of enthusiasm
with an abundance
and with new ideas as to school organization and school administration.
Yours Very respectfully,
J. B. CLARK,
Territorial Superintendent Public Instruction.
Circular Letter to County Treasurers.
Gentlemen: Section 21, Chapter 97,
Laws ot 1007. requires that the terrio
torial superintendent of public instruc-tinshall classify all counties of the
territory on the basis provided in this
section on or before the first day ot
January of each year and shall certify
the same to the board of county commissioners of each county. This classification is the basis on which the salIs
ary of the county superintendent
fixed and you will note that In no
event shall the salary of the county
d
the
superintendent exceed one-thirtotal amount of money collected In
any county from the tax levy for general school purposes in any year. I
now have on file reports of the county
of
superintendents as to the number
school rooms In session during the
certiyear 1909 and I am ready to
commlssion- fy to the board of county
ers the classification of the. counties,
thus fixing the salary of the county superintendent, but before I can take
final action in this case I shall need a
certified statement from your office as
to the total amount of money collected in your county during the past year
from the tax levy tor general school
note
purposes for that year. Please
that this expression "Tax Levy for
General School Purposes" Is interpreted to mean the territorial three mill
levy made by the territorial auditor,
the recepits from which will be available for the payment ot the salary ot
and not.
the county superintendent
the special levies made by the various
school districts, all of the receipts
from which are placed to the credit
of the respective districts and none
of which are available for the payment ot salary of the county superintendent,
Thanking you in advance for attention to this request at your earliest
convenience, I am.
Yours very respectfully,
J. E. CLARK,

Territorial

Superintendent

Public

Have you a weak throat? If so,
canyou cannot be too careful. You
not begin treatment too early. Each
cold makes you more liable to another
and the last is always the harder to
cure. If you will take Chamberlaln'B
will
Cough Remedy at the outset you
Sold by all
be saved much trouble.
druggists.
CASH

ENTRY DRIFTING
ON 600 FOOT LEVEL.

Word comes from the fnmous Cash
Entry mine eight eon miles south of
Santa Fe nnd Just north of Corrillos,
southern Santa Fo county, that success Is attending the efforts to treat
the ore of which there are moun
tains. This week work was begun
rlrimnir from the 000 foot level. The
concentrator Is working day and night
separating the zinc and lead in me
ore and it is only when ore Is struck
Hint fa rich in Iran that difficulty is
in fronting it as the specific
gravity of Iron Is very near that of
zinc. Almost a hundred men are
kept employed and thousands of dollars are being expended for improvements, The success of the Cash Entry will result In the development of
other properties as the Corrillos district Is especially rich in ores carrying lend and zinc.

c,rl

WOMAN'S

BOARD

COMMITTEE ON TERRITORIES

OF TRADE

A Splendid Financial Show- It Explains the Principal Section of the Statehood Enabling
Provision as to Territorial
ing Is Made for Year
and
County Debts.
Just Past
nt

MRS

THOMASEW

PRESIDENT

Debt on Public Library Is Now
Paid Through Energy of
Members.
The Woman's Board of Trade, Santa Fe's famous civic organization,
this week elected officers for the
present year, as follows; President,
Mrs. Esther Thomas; first vice president, Mrs, Evelyn Crlchton; second
vice president, Mrs. James L. Selig-mathird vice president, Mrs. A. J.
Fischer; treasurer, Miss Massie; recording secretary, Mrs. Anita Chapman; corresponding secretary, Mrs.
C. L. Bishop. The retiring president,
Mrs. S. Spits served the past two
years and under her able management, the board paid oft the debt on
its beautiful
library building on
Washington avenue. During the past
year, there were paid $2,000 on the
debt and $208 Interest. In addition
to this, there were expended $1,374.50
for maintaining the plaza, taking care
of Falrvlew cemetery, maintaining the
library, new books, for charity and
other purposes which the Board has
made Its domain. The receipts dura
ing the year were $3,308.02. It is
magnificent showing that has been
made and should be an Incentive to
the commercial organizations of tbe
town to get together and to do likewise. Under the leadership of Mrs.
Thomas, It Is certain that the Woman's Board of Trade has another successful year of great usefulness before it.
If vour Stomach. Hetrt or Kidneys
are weak, try at least, a few doses of
Dr. Shooo's Restorative. In five or ten
days only, the result will surprise
you. A few cents will cover the cost.
And here is why help comes so quickly. Dr. Shoop doesn't drug the Stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or Kidneys. Dr. Shoop's Restorative goes
directly to the weak and falling
nowA When these nerves fall, the
depending organs must of necessity
talter. This plain, yet vital irum,
Menriv tnllo whv Dr. Shoop's Restora- tlve is so universally successful. Its
success is leading druggists every
where to elve It universal preierence.
A test will surely tell. Sold by
Stripling-Burrow-

Co.

s

THE TUBERCULOSIS CRUSADE.
Millions of Dollars Spen Annually-NeYork Takes Lead Among
States of the Union.

w

Based on reports gathered from all
of the United States, the Na
tional Association for the Study and
Prevention of Tuberculosis Issues a
bulletin in which It is stated that
$8,180,621.50 was expended during the
year just closed by the various Interests fighting consumption in the United States. The bulletin, which is preliminary to a longer report, shows
that in the year 1909 over 10,000,000
pieces of literature were distributed
and that 117,312 patients were treated
and assisted by the sanatoria, dispen-

parts

saries and

associa-

tions.
By far the largest amount of money
spent during the past year was for
the treatment of tuberculosis patients
in sanatoria and hospitals, $5,292,
28U.77 being expended in this way.
associations
The
spent $975,889.46, the tuberculosis dis

pensaries

and clinics, $640,4V4.64, and

the various municipalities, for special

distributed
tuberculosis associations
the most literature, spreading far and
wide 8,400,000 copies of circulars,
pamphlets and other printed matter
for the purpose of educating the pnb'
consumption. The health de
partments o.. ne different cities also
distributed more than 1,056,000 copies,
which, with the work done by state
departments of health, brings the
number of pieces distributed during
the year well over 10,000.000. The
largest number of patients treated
during the year was by the dispen
saries, where 61,586 patients were given free treatment and advice. The
sanatoria and hospitals treated 38,- 758 patients, while
associations assisted 10,968.
New York state leads In the antl
tuberculosis work done during the
past year, having spent more money,
distributed more literature and treated more patients than any other state,
Pennsylvania comes next and Massa
chusetts is third. The next seven
states are Illinois, Maryland, New
Jersey, California, Colorado, Connec
ticut and Ohio.
Although the survey of the past
year's work shows that much has been
done, the reports from all parts of the
country Indicate that next year the
amount of money to be expended, and
the actual number of pr.'.lents that
will be more than
will be treated
double thnt of the past yenr. For in
have
stance, special appropriations
been made in the various municipali
ties for next year's
work, nugrogntlnir $3,970,500. In adover
dition to these appropriations
$1,000,000 has been set aside by the
the
for
different state legislatures
next
campaign against tuberculosis
year, Besides these sums, a large
number of the present existing Institutions and associations are plan
nlng enlargements of their work, and
new organizations are being formed
dally.
Chnmherlnln's Cough Remedy never disappoints those who use it for
obstinate coughs, colds and irritations
of the thront and lunga. It stands
unrlvnllod as a remedy for all throat
nnd lung diseases, Sold by all druggistB.

It is provided that until the admisof the proposed states and territorial officers shall continue to perform their duties as at present in the
respective territories.
Qualifications for Statehood.
Article IV, section 3, of the Constitution of the United States provides
that "new states may be admitted by
Congress Into the Union" but the
Constitution nowhere defines the qualifications of territories for statehood.
Congress therefore haB discretion as
to what conditions shall be required
as
of terrltoilcs seeking admission
states, and in exercising that discretion Congress ought to take into consideration not only the number and
character of the population and the
resources of territories, but the question ot the probability ot increase In
both.
Chairman Hamilton crowded the
bills along as rapidly as he thought
the legislation of this importance
should be pushed In the committee.
Both Delegates Cameron and Andrews Informed your correspondent
that they were well satisfied with tha
statehood situation at the present
time. They find no opposition to tbe
statehood bills in tbe House. There
Is no question but what both bills will
pass the House as soon as they can be
called up for action.
A statehood bill Is one of the highest privileges. Speaker Henderson, of
Iowa, said he would not recognize
Chairman Knox, of the committee on
territories, for the purpose ot reporting tbe New Mexico and Arizona
statehood bills. But upon full Investigation he found he was compelled to
recognize him whether be wanted to
or not. Chairman Knox was recognized, reported the bills, which passed
unanimously; no division being
sion

REPORT OF ROUSE

ELMER E. STUDLEY

District Attorney of Colfax
County Will Step Out of
Office Before March 1

be
portance that some restrictions
REASONS
NOT
DOES
placed upon the sale ot these lands.
JTATE
As has been
suggested, man;
naschool sections will fall within
But It la Said His Private Practional forestB, which cover an area In
New Mexico of 8,474,547 acres and
tice Demands All His
In Arizona of 13,608,306 acres.
Attention.
The new states naturally dislike to
be compelled to take Indemnity lands
for thoBe forest sections, because InWhen Chief Justice William J.
Mills becomes governor of New Mexdemnity lands ot equal value cannot
It
be obtained. On the other hand,
ico on March 1, be will have a vawould be Inconvenient for the states
cancy in the district attorney's office
and undoubtedly injurious to the inof Colfax county to fill, for Hon. Elterests of the federal government, If
mer E. Studley, the present Incumthe states were permitted or were
bent, has tendered his resignation to
obliged to lease, sell or manage these
Governor Curry. The letter of resigsections scattered through the
nation Is as follows:
forests.
Hon. George Curry,
It has therefore been provided that
Governor of New Mexico.
the states may, at their option, take
Santa Fe, N. M.
school
sections
lands
for
Indemnity
Sir: Herewith I tender you my
within national forests, or may allow
resignation as district attorney of Colthe sections so left In national forfax county, the same to take effect
ests to remain under the control of
upon your vacating the office ot exthe federal government to be adminecutive of this territory.
istered in connection with the national
Believe me to be always, my dear
forests within their respective bounGovernor,
daries as Income from their school
Faithfully yours,
sections. This Is a very liberal perELMER E. STUDLEY.
centage, and the committee has little
District Attorney of Colfax county,
doubt that the states will be glad to
New Mexico.
avail themselves of the privilege of
Friends of Mr. Studley stated today
having their forest sections adminis'
tered in this way.
that he will resign and not seek any
In additional to grants for educahigher political position, because he
tional purposes. New Mexico Is given
There is no Quinine, nothing what- wishes to devote all of his time and
3,000,000, and Arizona 3,300,000 acres ever harsh or sickening in Preventlcs. energies to his legal business in Ra
of
land for the payment These little Candy Cold Cure Tablets ton.
of the debts of the Territory and "of act as by magic. A few hours and
As district attorney Mr. Studley is
such valid county and other public your threatening Cold Is broken. Candy said to have shown ability and aggresdebts existing at the date of the ap- like in taste, Preventlcs please the siveness. He Is a graduate of the law
proval of this act as Bald Territory children and they break the feverish-ness- , department ot Cornell University,
may have assumed or said state shall
always. And least of all la the having studied under the noted jurist,
assume."
economy. A large box 48 Preventlcs Dean Huffcut, counsellor for Governor
This grant, which the committee
Ask your druggist. He Hughes and at the time of his death
25 cents.
thought preferable to a grant of mon- knows. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
Co. recognized as one of the brightest
to
fund
a
ey, Is intended to provide
legal lights of the Empire state.
be derived either from the sale of the FORTY-SEVETHOUSAND
Was Newspaper Man.
lands or from the income from them
PUBLIC SCHOOL PUPILS.
Mr. Studley later entered journalis
with which the new Btates may, at
least in part, pay the Indebtedness of Is Enrollment In New Mexico 6,000 tic fields and served on a Buffalo paper with Samuel G. Blythe. Hearing
tbe territories, and such valid coun
Pupils in Private and Parochial
of the wonderful opportunities of New
ty and other public debts as the terSchools.
Mexico and meeting Judge McMillan
ritories have assumed or the states
Superintendent of Public Instruc in a hotel In Buffalo one night Mr.
may assume.
issued
E.
tion
Clark,
James
today
decided to come out here and
The fact that so much of the area some
Interesting statistics on the Studley law. He has been a success
of the proposed states Is in the public
schools In the Territory. The practice
public
domain, and the fact that much of the total enrollment ot public school pu- and was elected to the legislature. He
most valuable land Is Included in nais 47,000 and that of mission, was later appointed district attorney
tional forests and other reservations, pils
and private schools Is 6,000 ot Colfax county and has tried many
parochial
deprive the proposed states of resour- making 53,000 In all.
Important cases.
ces readily convertible for the payMr. Studley was in the city a few
That these figures will doubtless be
td
It
was
ment of debts, and
thought
increased at an enormous rate from days ago and when asked if it were
be only fair that a grant of land
to
to year may be ascertained when not true that he had aspirations
should be made to enable the new year
It is remembered that the number of wear the ermine denied It positively.
states to meet, so far as possible, their persons from 5 to 21
ion.
years of age in Intimate friends of his declared that
New Mexico Is allowed two and existing obligations.
the Territory in 1906 was 78,000; in Mr. Studley has a large legal practice
This
each
of
to
the
proposed
grant
ot
House
1907 it was 84,894; In 1908,
93,894, and that he would be better satisfied
Arizona one member of the
states may at first appear to be and in 1909,
Representatives, representation being
to attend to that than to seek "judilarge but from the information which
an Increase of over 20,- cial honors."
makes
This
based on the last census, supplementcommittee has been able to ob- 000 In three years, but in view of the
ed by a conservative estimate of in- your
Governor Praises Him.
tain from residents and officials in rumors that the census of 1906 show
crease in population since 1900.
When interviewed today Governor
fro
Interior
mthe
and
territories
the
ing 78,000 was a "generous one" it
announced that he would acProper provision la made in each
common department, it is believed that If this assumed that the increase Is even Curry the
nonsectarlan
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resignation of District Atcept
mar-to
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be
land
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schools and the teaching
English
greater, and considering that the cen torney Studley and added: "This res25 cents an acre, or $750,000 for each
is
sus of other territories and states
therein.
ignation Is made entirely voluntarily
SiifTrnira Is well guarded, and strong state.
taken on the basis ot 5 to 18 years of by Mr. Studley whom I appointed last
A proviso has been added to the
Inserted.
are
as
about
clauses
will
show
the
age,
figures
antlpollgamy
March. I have a high regard for Mr.
section making the grant to tbe efHons will have so shaped themselves
high percentage ot school attendance Studley both as an attorney and as a
If
the
lands
fect
of
that
granted, in proportion to the population as is man. He is a
any
that state capitals may be establishpersonal friend of
or if any of the proceeds of the sale to be
found anywhere.
ed b yelectlons provided for that
mine and has long been such. His
the
or
lease
shall
remain
after
thereof
The number of teachers employed resignation will take effect February
with entire fairness to all parts
ket it would not bring an average of Is 1268.
of the states concerned.
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Clark
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follows:
Professor
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land,
by
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cessor to Mr. Studley it is rumored
mineral land In each township for the1 out delay, as the states may desire
Expenditures $700,000; $14.00 per that E. C. Crampton or J. Leahy
themto
as
sell
relieve
so
to
them
capita on basis enrollment.
support of common schools in addition selves of further Interest
will likely be mentioned for the place
charges, it
Value of schopl property $1,000,000. which
to the sections heretofore grantea or
Judge Mills will fill after he
over
not
will
believed
is
bring
they
Bonded indebtedness $6(10,000.
reserved. Each Is also given, as Is
takes offlce In March. It Is said that
remainot
such
debts,
the
payment
Nine educational institutions, as fol both attorneys have many friends in
usual, certain Bpecitlc donations oij
der shall become a part of tbe perma- lows:
land for its educational and other In-Colfax county and one or the other
nent school fund of the state, the in'
stltutions.
University, value of property $120,- - may get the office.
be exschool
Normal
Normal
The hill fixes a minimum price at, terest from which only can
000;
$90,000;
ohli-the lands granted for education pended.
$90,000; Spanish-AmericaFor Indigestion ana an stomach
If this proviso shall prove to be University
Normal School, $30,000; Mll.'tary In troubles take Foley's Orlno Laxative.
al purposes subject to sale may be
the
and
incentive
an
conservation
for
stitute $200,000; School of Mines $30,- - It is the natural remedy for Indigessold. The price east ot tne lua men-ninfa fivnd at J 5 per acre. This improvement of tftese lands, and their 000; Agricultural College
$250,000; tion,
bad
heartburn,
dyspepsia,
a
careful
shall
provide
management
onvnrs nnnroxiuiatelv the east thirdl
School for Blind $25,000; School for breath, sick headache, torpid
liver,
fund than Is needed for the
me
larger
on
nxea
Total value $930,000, biliousness and habitual constipation.
Deaf $25,000.
of New Mexico, the price
s
01 New Mexico payment of debts, any remainder will
Annual territorial expenditure for Foley's Orino Laxative sweetens the
remaining
devoted to the excellent purpose maintenance $160,000.
be
acre.
$3
is
per
and Arizona
stomach and breath, and tones up the
of maintaining the common schools.
It Is recognized by the committee
entire alimentary system. Sold by all
The grant Is a grant to the people
as well as by other earnest advocates
u
for
Remedy
8lmple
urippe.
druggists.
for
commendable
public purposes.
of a minimum price, that practically
LaGrlppe coughs are dangerous, as
Arizona Is given 300,000 acres more
none of these lanfis are worth anyPOLICEMAN
they frequently develop into pneu ALBUQUERQUE
Mex
New
New
Mexico
because
than
monia.
GIVEN HEARING.
Foley's Honey and Tar not
thing like the minimum price fixed. ico has heretofore had much
larger
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wunin
Where school sections
only stops the cough, but heals and
institutions
territorial
for
grants
seland
KIM
valuable
no
Fran
national forests, this
strengthens the lungs so that
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Arizona.
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rious results need be feared.
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Resisted
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cisco
Vargas
for
the
of $100,000
An
appropriation
disconand
within
Tar
fall
irrigable
sections
Arrest.
genuine Foley's Honey
Mexico and of $100,000
tains no harmful drugs and is In a
tricts where land prices are high. It state of New
for the state of Arizona, or so much yellow
Sold by all druggists.
Is believed however, that tho advance
package.
Alhnniiernue. N. M.. Jan. 15. The
thereof 111 each case as may be neces
ot science, the extension of public
hearing In the case of the
exIs made for defraying the
preliminary
sary,
Blld
nnd nrlvnto IrrleatiOU projects,
BROTHER WALTER
Torrlinrv versus Tonv Guavara, the
of
conventions
the
provided
penses
CHOSEN DIRECTOR
the tendency towurd higher develop
charged with attempting
in this bill, to be expended under
al of the policeman,
Brother Gerard,
ment of small holdings will in me for
to kill Francisco Vargas on January
the direction of the secretary of the Christian Brothers, before
as
Mexico
New
for
and
leaving
case of Arizona
8, will ho held before Justice of the
Interior.
his home In St.
Louis, today, anin the case of other states, result In
Each state, as Is usual, after ad nounced the appointment of Brother Peace David Perea, in the Bernalillu2
of
a sure, although slow, increase
mission Is to receive 5 per cent of James Walter as director of St. county court house, commencing at
land values.
The Interests
are the cash realized from the Bale of pub Michael'c College, to succeed the late o'clock this afternoon.
ThH nducntlonal lands which
lic lands within the state, to form a lamented Brother Hermes. The selec- of the Territory will be looked after
G.
subject to sale would prooably not
8. Klock and
Interest of tion is a
by District Attorney
permanent fund, the
very fitting and pleasing one Guavara will be defended by City Atbring on the market now mucu wi
be used for the
can
which
only
enhis
if
the
has
for Brother Walter
already
ihn 25 cents an acre, but
H. J. Collins.
According to
mini maintenance of Its common schools deared himself to the community and torney
tory of other states in which
A blow against Hunter's countenance
the usual restrictions,
and
require
were
the
Is
tne
students,
at
time
among
which
popular
mum prices,
delivered by young Camillo Vargas,
are thrown but very
and
best of all, he is a progressive
considored prohibitive, were fixed ments, all ofsafeguards
these donations to each and learned educntor, with modern Is said to have been responsible for
around
shall be repeated In Arizona nnd
assuming a neutral
the
of the states.
Ideas as to education, very liberal In
New Mexico, It is ot tbe utmost im
attitude while the affair was at Its
his views nnd with wide experience
height. It is expected that Hunter
in his field. He la a native of Chi-- ;
will be placed In an embarrassing
life.
of
Is
in
the
caw and
very prime
position at the preliminary hearing
He was
educated at St. Patrick's
when he Is asked to explain the
Commercial Agency in Chicago and In today
reason for his failure to go to the
1893 entered Clcncoe Institute of the
assistance ot Guavara when such asChristian Brothers where he complet- sistance was loudly requested by the
ed the normal course. He was named officer.
..
nrln nrid it continually
i
u.,rr,n,i n.ith
'
the high school departwnen tno t
The
nerves. professor of
tie.
e
more acnu, unu pmm m u.
ment of the Christian Brothers
The tender leaves of a harmless
Lscles and joints, Instead of recervmK their
J
Louis
where he served
ot St.
mountainous shrub, give
circulation nro
Ho
four
are
the very successfully for
years.
nh.umatism
-" f
,.....
to Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy its mar
tho circulation u loauou,
In
the
then
for
mpd.
three
years
taught
d "ft
i uuium
JNO mnouiii
,
t
velous curative properties.
ngni,
icInesChUe any direct and
preparatory normal course of Glencoe.
to the
was then spent in New tickling coughs, quickly yield
One
sucn
year
from
,
'"T
ot
expected
this
the blood
Unas
splenaction
soothing
; ,
Mexico after which he was called to healing,
Thflrfl is but one way 10 cure ruie umw
Dr. Shoop's Cough
the Christian Brothers College at St. did prescription
safe' and good
Louis as prefect of disciplinary stud- Remedy. And It is so
and enriching
no
WUjpjL
ies. Five years ago, Brother Walter for children, as well. Containing
harmful
returned to St. Michael's College nnd opium, chloroform, or other
has helped to make that populnr nnd drugs, mothers should In safety
demand Dr. Shoop's. If other
worthy institution a successful edu
are
w'S'haVe been acquired, and good results
cational institution for young men, remedies are offered, tell them No!
whose fame lint gone out beyond the Be your own judge! Sold by Stripling-fo to all who writ..
Co,
Burrows
bounds ot the Southwest.
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Washington, D. C Jan. 17. The
to whom
committee on territories,
wus referred the bill, H. R. 14,650, to
enable the people ot New Mexico to
form a constitution and state government and be admitted Into the Union
nil fin An nal footing with the original
states, and to enable the people of
Arizona to form a constitution ana
at.ita Eovernment and be admitted In
to the Uulon on an equal toothing with
the original states, report same uaca
to the House ot Representatives and
recommend that It do pass.
This bill, under a single title and
enacting clause, enables two states
to be admitted into the Union.
It consists of 36 sections, the first
18 of which relate to the proposed
state of New Mexico, the area of
which is to comprise the present
Territory of New Mexico, and the
remaining 18 Bectlons relate to the
area of
proposed state of Arizona, the
which is to comprise the present territory of Arizona.
The whole bill is drawn as nearly
as may be to the language of previous
enabling acts, and contains such provisions as may in their nature be
common to all, besides such additional provisions as are made necessary
by existing laws and local condition.
The Bectlons framed to proviue similar objects for each of the proposed
new states are made to conform as
nearly as may be to each other.
and New
The states of Arizona
into the
Mexico can be admitted
Ttninn within about a year, each
state being admitted Into the Union
by a proclamation of the President to
the United States, In the usual manner, after compliance wWh certain
requirements,
in oinrtlnn which is nronerly safe
guarded is provided for delegates to
a constitutional convention lor eacn
proposed state. The convention for
k'ph Mexico is to consist of 100 dele
50 dele
gates, and that for Arizona of
gates.
in
must
Tho rnnstitution framed
each caBe conform to the usual re
quirements and be submitted to the
state, repeople of each proposed
spectively, for ratification at an elec
tion to be held for that purpose.
Each state is to constitute a juaiciai
district, and the proper officials are
provided for. New Mexico is to be
attached to the elgnm ana. Arizona
to the ninth circuit.
Proper provision Is made in the
usual way for pending causes in the
territorial courts during the transit-
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the teachers and Increase school atiu cost then Is the difference paid how to cook:
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west against forest reserves. A great temporary affects
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such
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in
civic improvement
subsidy of 13,000,000 was paid for swoet disposition and a knowledge
generally, as
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world,
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Revolution
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in the territorial
Editor and President.
beneficial."
pines the subsidy grabbers would do becomes glorified when she dons the the model conditions
limitations were put upon the lumber all that work with eight ships, But gingham apron and goes Into a shin penitentiary at Santa Fe under SuFRANK P. 8TURGES,
Oklahoma.
t,
Good
man and the Btockman. Another com- then
W. Raynolds.
Conservation of morality and soevery recent subsidy bill has ing kitchen and nulls from the sing perintendent J.
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the
of
treatment
management
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is
that
but
the
kind
plaint
provided payment only for each ship ing range the well made bread, the discipline,
briety is the burden of the reply of
reserves is often put In the hands of for each voyage It may make. How ninJeBtlo pies and the sublime pot prisoners, constant employment, splen
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well
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however
educated,
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who,
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would the eight ships absorb the Heker, In the eyes
Secretary-TreasureIn whose
opinion "first enemies
no practical sense; that many of the 13,000,000 on those terms? And what husband she outglltters the Queen of priation, strict flnanclnl accounting, Ideas of More Than Ordinary
should be devoted to the conservation
the territorial
aro senseless and that the about the $230,000,000 now annually Sheba and her children rise up and are points In which
Chief
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Interest
regulations
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of the morals..of the people of our sevBr.tered as Cecon4 Clue Matter Kt
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Washington, D. C, Jan. 19. A sec enforcement, and thus conserve the
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One may gauge the sentiment as to ond installment of messages from minds and
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7.69 ties, as for instance the, denuding the than an American ship owner! Then hold like a dove and the caverns
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can Revolution which has ln charge ture as well as the present."
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that
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ot the departthe rush of the flood when the snows are
and progress!
The investigation
saying against that "we
people
ity befalling our clean little city. Let distinguished writers.
are wasting 500,000,000 cubic feet of
Southwest
It Is well that the administration everybody kick and kick altogether
ment of the Interior and of the forSeveral of the governors entirely
suddenly melted.
that
of Indian affairs recognizes
and kick so hard that it will be Im- omit reference to what ls ordinarily gas every day," enough, the governor
"We suspect that not one man In a estry service should be from a broad there Is a Pueblo as well as an Indian
THURSDAY, JANUARY 20. 1910.
possible for any saloon man to stop understood by the term "conservation says, to run many large mills and fac'
dozen has any clear Idea of what great standpoint. It is unfortunate that bit
even though this knowledge long enough In Obar to get a foothold of natural resources," and direct their tories, and if sold at a reasonable
problem,
need
the
forests are to a country, or
factionalism and comes rather late to the Washington or dare to stick his head inside of
to provide more than sufficient
ter personalities,
messages to the subjects of morals, price
of their preservation. There are vast
revenue to meet the expenses of the
are being Injected Into officials. That It is a problem worthy Obar."
partisanship
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home
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all
around
training
lauds
tracts of desert
restate jovernment The waste extends,
No levelheaded citizen believes of study and that the solution may
Governor Hughes.
Mediterranean, which were once fer- it.
Is a concluGovernor Glasscock says: "to our
THE CAPITAL AND THE CENSUS. tile areas. There is no doubt but that that Secretary of the Interior Balling-e- r quire special legislation
r.
census bureau at '
Governor Charles B. Hughes, of coal, oil, soil and every natural resion that has forced itself upon the
with
deal
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to
The census Is at the door. In less the
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stop- Indian bureau. It has
New York pays tribute ln a very brief source with which we have been pro
change
any petty graft
engaged
designated one
than Ave years Santa Fe will be en- the people stripping the land around ped to the small things of which he Is of its most active and best posted of- Mexico. It bas announced that the message to the general helpfulness at vided by an
e
Providence. What
each census tributable to women. His
for
nod
timber
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sources
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foliage,
compensation
average
message ls can women do to help this great
gaged In a fight to keep here the
accused. He is a mnn ot big things, ficials, a former Journalist by the way, enumerator wli; be from $5 to $8 per
streams
to
rush
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thus
permitting
as follows:
crisis? I answer, assist in calling
capital. There la a close relation be- down In floods in the spring and then and If he has engaged in any pro- to study the history, the characteris- day. However, enumerators will be
Pueb"Women may help as much with these matters to the attention of the
tween these two facts. The better to shrink, having no feeding springs, jects which the strict letter of the law tics and the environment of the
for traveling or other
allowed
nothing
view of recommending a
respect to one matter of conservation voters of the country, helping to edu
showing that Santa Fe makes this even as our own eastern rivers are be- discountenances, It certainly has not los with a
must meet theso as
course of action especially adapted expenses and they
with respect to another, and it Is cate the masses as to the crime we
out of their compensation, which Is
spring In the census, the better Its ginning now to shrink.
been along the line of making a tew
that all matters of conserva are committing
to the welfare of the Pueblos. Such fixed so
against posterity.
chances to retain the capital for years
be- hoped
New Mexico
for
high
"In this connection it Is interesting dollars on the side in salary grabs or
study has been made before but never cause of that fact. It ls to be hoped tion will engage their interest and Whenever the intelligent citizenship
to come without a fight. On the other to read what John Mulr, the great bot mileage accounts.
shall have been fully Informed on
with the particular object in view.
support."
hand, If the census shows that Santa anist and
The scope that the Inquiry should Much good must result from this new that men of standing and intelligence
geologist of California has
these subjects, then and not until
Alaska.
Fe Is merely a village, the sixth or to say of the
ln each community to
will
volunteer
of that state. He take is indicated In the following ediforests
of
policy, especially if the welfare
Walter E. Clark, the newly appoint then shall we see the evils which extenth In population In the territory, was
of the
torial in the Mining aud Engineering New Mexico is considered at tho do the work, for to New Mexico the
particularly
speaking
ist righted."
the wolves will begin to howl early
census will be ot greater importance ed governor of Alaska, declares him
(big tree) belt and the sugar Journal:
same time that provision is made for
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than to any other commonwealth on self more concerned
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full
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who
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Pueblo,
"Congress
reality a
men as well as towns respect and fear
the about development of resources than other governor includes these:
fate of our forest king, we have thus termined to undertake an Investiga- fledged citizen of the commonwealth account of peculiar conditions,
He says:
about their conservation.
the strong. It is certain that unless far considered the action of
Massachusetts.
purely tion of conditions relating to public and should be abundantly able to take slanders to which this territory has
Santa Fe takes In Its suburbs, tl)e cen"Although I deeply appreciate the
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will reasons why such a route should be now occupied by the Union Pacific In
of homeseekers
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa to- Special to the New Mexican.
Acting Governor Nnthan Jaffa today soon have an
Washington, Jan. 18. The stateWyoming down to the one at the head day appointed Virginia Haghard of
opportunity to file home- built. Ho said In substance:
Washington, Jan. 13. After two
appointed Jose J. Vigil of Taos, Taos stead claims on lands near the Pecos
"While Aztec Is 170 miles on a of Canon Largo. Hence the certainty Portals, RooBevelt county, a notary days of constant and hard fighting hood enabling act was received today
county, a notary public.
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the Senate from the House and the
National Forest according to advices btraiglit lino and 191 miles by a teas- that at no distant date It will be occu- public.
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Incorporation.
received by Thomas R. Stewart, lblu line for a road from Santa Fe, pled and Santa Fe will miss a great
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House committee
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just
toChange
filed
were
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The Federal Hanking Company of unanimous and favorable report on mediately went Into session to take
supervisor of the Pecos national for- the present means of travel and com- chance If she Is not on the line that
day In the office of Territorial Secre- est from G. V. Proudflt, the assistant
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"A line now Is building by the Nathan Jaffa, a certificate of change get the report ready to present to the port the bill this week yet and that
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ed at a million dollars, divided into a
The communication slates
that Colorado. At present San Juan coun- Southern Pacific and It will eventually of name to "International Bank of House today. He will ask that the without any or only slight changes.
million shares. The company will bebill be given prompt consideration. It Is certain that the bill will pass
594,132 acres of public lands which ty has practically nothing In common connect the San Juan county with Commerce." Frank C. Leyhe Is apgin business with a capital of $700,-00- wore
Delegate Cameron of Arizona received the Senate unanimously.
temporarily withdrawn for for- with the balance of New Mexico as a'l Gallup, N. M., on the Atchison, Tope-k- pointed New Mexico agent.
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Governors Curry of New Mexico and
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Judgment for Tax Readjustment.
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D. H. PSKSV
CO,
of the axe which laid him out June 13, 1908, and are for $1,500 and ,
Hue and merchants; good everywhere. We casket and filled the grave with butt-enDtlro.l, Klcli.
gating the white slave traffic In Great continental divide has a trunk
for a time."
$2,000 respectively.
railroad following Its course except will sell them at 6 cents In book form, earth.
er New York.
MILLION

OOLLE

COMPANY

FILINGS

WILL BE ON APRIL

Jay Turley, civil engineer

Company
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Personal Mention.
WIIIIH...M Ml

-

Stop That Cold
To chuck

MirlvroMlor drier with "Pmvontlol"
ft

To stop mid
wire dofnu for
Mn
nlir tlmn to Irt It run anil hi
villi Pravwitln
ohllmd to cure It artnrwn1. To ha iur,
,.nUiwlll cure iivcn dwl'lr ntwl coM. hut
U

I
II
of
th
uikct-IIii'quarters at Albuquerque, is a visitor
JANUARY 13, 1910.
THUR&DA
Ili'Rilon IIIWH, wjv."
In Snnta Fe.
re calM PwvmiIIm.
th.'V
Tlmt''h
coiorauu
H.
W.
Spurgmau ol
Fnivmitinaralltthi Candy Col, (Hrv. No Qnln.
F A. Chace, representing a private
no, no pliyntc. nolhlnf IrkMilnt. Men lor th
Springs, Is In the city.
thormmhlr afc tjio. II you lJ
of Denver, was In tho chtUrcn-n- ii.l
detective
agency
Mexor
New
II yon aclw all over, think ot
the
11
E. R. Paul, auditor
you
He was registered at chilly,
hall your
yesterday.
city
Pronu'lnesa
lli.vi'ntli-s- .
on
In
la
inn rent ml
Albunuerque
font.
don'tmayalav
Ami
your child, II
nana!
sickmw.
hotel.
tho Palace
imib.
Omnia loTMtahiicm. nlahtor oy. HereinBolilln
business.
t.'rt
word
Dr. John P. Wagner received
ably Ilea ITMwnUca'
Kir th lHx'k.-t- , also 1" i'w t"MM ol 1
H. D. Johns of the forest service,
brothhis
In today from Cincinnati, (hat
Frolic lu4ou your druggUu glvlwj jwi
formerly located at Santa Fe, was
er, Bernard J. Wagner, a musical com
Las Vecas yesterday
Is
dying.
Is In poser,
George Link of New Orleans,
Several Las Vegans spent Sunday
the city visiting friends. He is reghere. Among them were C. Romero,
istered at the Palace hotel.
Lorenzo Delgado.
J. 9. Gav. business man of Denver, John F. Ferguson.
A. E. Bloxom, all
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.
is In the city on a business visit He Lewis C. Ilfeld, and
of whom were registered at the Claire
is registered at the Palace.
hotel,
Flnderklrk, all of New York City, are
Judge A. J. Abbott Is in town having
Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Rapp have re- registered at the Claire hotel.
arrived yesterday from nis rancu
lie Is a guest at turned from Chicago. Mr. Rapp Is one George M. Klnsell is acting as asnear the FrIJoles.
of the foremost archltests of the
the Modern.
postmaster at the postofflce
W. F. Reed, piano salesman of A- southwest and has drawn the plans during the Illness of Asher Miller.
In
lbuquerque, who is well known Ari- for the new sanitarium which the Sis
Assistant Land Commissioner Mateo
Santa Fe, has gone to Phoenix,
ters of Charity are building here,
left yesterday for Tucumcari
Lujan
zona, to locate.
"Hon. H. O. Bursum returend yes on business in the federal land office
of
nurse
a
trained
Miss Chapman
in the there.
last terday from his sheep ranches
Albuquerque, arrived in the city
Oscuras. Mr. Bursum makes the
Deputy Traveling Auditor John
Nordhaus.
Max
Mrs.
attend
to
night
that condi Joerns is at Las Cruces checking up
pleasant announcement
Duke
the
City
from
summoned
being
tions over there are better for stock the books of District Clerk J. R. Lu- by telegraph. Las Vegas Optic.
than they have been, before in five cero.
Athol Wynne of the forest service,
a
snow nave
S. C. Moxce, of Sidney, Ohio,
who is frequently In Santa Fe, has years. Recent rain and
So salesman representing a large whip
thoroughly soaked the ground.
gone to Silver City where he will corro
Chieftain.
concern, Is registered at the Palace
take up important timber sale work
Hon.
Horace C. Abbott, former hotel.
or. the Gila national forest.
S. FloerM. V. Williams of St. Louis, and
Miss Lillian Lartlgue and her moth- member of the legislature,
Paper
the Floresheim who represents the Graham
of
sheim.
York
New
president
City,
of
Mrs.
Lartlgue,
er,
is in the city, calling on
are registered at the Hotel Modern. Mercantile Company. John Lauter Company,
customers..
his
of
W.
Springer.
Sunday
Miss Lartlgue Is a promising young bach and C.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Vornwood of
actress and has already made many Colfax county, are business visitors
Terthat
In
Fe.
In
Santa
the
sheep Tacoma, Washington, are tourists in
They report
friends in this city and
at the
In their section are In good condition the city. They are registered
ritory.
J. F. Htnkle, the territorial district and have passed the severe weather Claire.
of
B.
Carter HarMr. and Mrs. John
deputy of the B. P. O. E. of New wonderfully well.
friends
"Colonel Wm. M. Berger has just lan, Kentucky, are visiting
Mexico, at the close of the sessions
at the Hosecretary of the New here. They are registered
of the territorial board of equaliza- been
Society for the tel Modern.
tion which is meeting here, will go Mexico Historical
Adjutant General R. A. Ford and
annual consecutive time.
to Las Vegas to pay an official visit twenty-nintWith the single exception of Solomon Captain Brooks will go to Albuquerto the Elks lodge of that city.
next week to muster in a new
Timothy Cavanaugh, who with his Splegelberg, who now resides at Las que
militia company.
niece, Miss Kate Cavanaugh, and his Vegas, Colonel Berger Is the only liv"Miss Margaret Dalles returned
the Misses Cavanaugh. ing member of the society who was
daughters,
In
have been spending several weeks at present at its organization in 1SS1, he home after several weeks sojourn
the sanitarium, is so well Impressed being one of the fouuders and Its Texas, Louisiana and St. Louis.
with the climatic and other advan- secretary since that time. The his Willard Record.
C. L. Young, a civil engineer from
tages of this city he will probably re- torical society at that time possessed
on
main here several montns.
only a few relics and curios. It occu- Durango, Colorado, is in the city
merchant pied a small room in the ancient his- matters appertaining to the Lake
Henry Lutz, prominent
and sheep raiser of Lincoln, Lincoln toric palace at Santa Fe. It now oc Urton Carey Act irrigation project.
the old palace build
Judge Henry L. Waldo, solicitor of
county, and member of the territorial cupies one-haboard of equalization, is in the city ing, and has the finest collection of the Santa Fe system, has returned to
attending the sessions of the board.! historic relics In the southwest which Lag Vegas after spending the fore part
He Is a guest at the Palace. Mr. Lutz i8 valued Intrinsically at over one hun of the week In Santa Fe on company
was formerly a resident of Albuquer dred thousand dollars and many times matters.
Is an that In historic valuation.
L. Brad
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervlen
que and also of Las Vegas and
old timer in the Territory, possessing ford Prince has been president of the and family will in the near future oc25
has
and
years
hosts of acquaintances. He leaves society more than
cupy the Napoleone house on Capito that office."
for home this evening.
just been
tol street, adjoining the Capitol park.
SulL.
Belen
Tribune.
Vernon
Territorial Engineer
They will vacate the executive manCommis
of
son
Land
for
John
Ervlen,
Washington,
livan left last night
sion in a few days.
D. C, where he will spend, a greater sioner and Mrs. R. P. Ervlen, was
Mrs. H. L. Waldo, who has been
tendered
a
enjoyable
surprise
very
in
week
up
next
taking
in the city for the past week
portion of
on visiting
some irrigation matters with the sec- nartv at the executive mansion
as the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
retary ot the interior. Mr. Sullivan Saturday evening. Marcellno A. Ortiz A. T. Rodgers, Jr., departed yesterday
Former Assessor
states that If anyone In the territory
for her home in Kansas
to California afternoon
is anxious to bring up matters of de has returned from a trip
M." Las Vegas Optic.
Ctly,
com
health
his
he
where
regained
Census Supervisor Paul A. F. Wal
velopment with the government and
will write him to that effect care of pletely.
ter is preparing an itinerary which
of
H.
Maston
agen
manager
W,
will take him into every county of
the Ebbltt house, he will be glad to
cies for a Colorado insurance com
Hn what he can for them while in
the Territory during March to ad
pany, was the guest today of A. M. dress
and instruct the corps of 300 or
Washington.
Bergere and will go from here to Ala- more census enumerators whom he
FRIDAY, JANUARY 14, 1910.
mosa, Colorado.
A. R. Sampson of Boise, Idaho, is in
will appoint next month.
"Captain A. S. Brookes, TJ. S. army,
the city on business.
Harry F. Lee, secretary of tho ter
to
detailed by the war department
ritorial sheep sanitary board, has reJudge M. C. Mecnem will leave to
New
Guard
of
instruct the National
turned home to Albuquerque from
morrow for his home at Socorro.
r. Mntt advance airent of Mexico, arrived In the city last night Ogden, Utah, where he attended
the
the
here
day
He also
Wool Growers' convention.
the Lion and the Mouse Company, is j from Santa Fe and spent
for
his
Interests
in
of
the
candidacy
visited Denver during the meeting of
registered at the Claire hotel.
Captain the National Livestock Association.
generalship.
nri Mrs. R. T. Hvnd the adjutant
rai. m
National
In
the
of
Brookes
speaking
"A. L. Hull, court reporter, left this
of Madrid, are visitors here. They are
Guard stated that the guard was morning for a month's visit at his old
registered at the Palace hotel.
Since
In
never
better
April
in Athens, Ga. He will stop at
home
shape.
Mr and Mrs. J. B. Carter of Harlan,
he says, six new companies have Fort Worth and with his brother at
Ky are tourists visiting this city and last,
Its environs. They are registered at been organizea in as many iowuo, Oklahoma City on the way and will
Clo probably go to the Mardl Gras at New
namely, Santa re, Aiamogorao,
the Palace hotel.
Former County Treasurer Frank A. vis, Carlsbad, Artesla and Tucumca- Orleans on his way back." Roswell
Hubbell ot Albuquerque, was In Santa rt, for which the war department has Record.
ol
Airs. J. P. Delgado, daughter
Fe today on various business matters. supplied equipment costing J22.000. In
a,
Attorney Benjamin M. Read of this
He reports his flocks of Bheep west of addition to this an additional
Socorro county, doing' prlatlon of 110,000 is expected from city, and wife of J. P. Delgado, also
son at
very well and looks forward to a the war department for this year, of thiB city, gave birth to a
Captain Brookes says that plans are Dawson, Colfax county, on January
prosperous year for flock owners.
Hon. L. Bradford Prince has re- - underway for converting a company 11. The boy weighs eight and a half
celved notice of his appointment to 0f infantry Into a squadron of cavalry, pounds, and both mother and child
well.
represent the Trans Mississippi Con- providing the necessary equipment are doing
J. F, Hinkle, an old time and promgress at the National Civic League 'ana- money can be secured from the
Just where the inent resident of Roswell, who was In
meeting In Washington, on January War department.
on Bquadron will be located has not yet Santa Fe In attendance on the meet17, but will be unable to attend
account of business here. The same Deen determined
This noon ing of the board of equalization of
upon.
reason has obliged him to decline to Captain Brookes entertained at lunch-delive- r which he Is a member, went to Las
an address at the missionary; eon Rt tne castenada the following Vegas, where he addressed the Elks'
council of the southwest at Oklahoma
st8
chIef Just,ce William j. lodge last evening, he being terriCity on January 19.
W- - Kelly United States torial district deputy of that order.
Harry
wlg
Mr. and Mrs. Paul AsF. Walter re- - AttorneJP D
Judge M. C. Mechera left this afterj Leahy and Col M M noon
for El Paso, Texas, where he
turned last evening from a visit to Padgett." Las
Vegas Optic.
Uenver. While In Denver Mr. Walter
tho ,nnrrtnr. has will meet his uncle who came from
rpln
From El Paso,
attended a meeting of western cen-- l
tnrned from 1ake Geneva, Wis ., Mobile, Alabama.
sus supervisors and fo una that the
ne wgnt to
t q Judpe Mechem will go to Alamogordo
to dispose of a preliminary hearing
Washington officials who met with
gan.
' '
. ,
, and other matters which Judge A. W.
the superv sors are fully cognizant of ltarlum
westthe
with
which
the difficulties
Cooley owing" to his illness could not
,hat,,he waB take up.
P,P
ern census workers must contend and
could
and
money
very wealthy
.
tn
A surprise party was last evening
W hlle not cured, Mr. Pop Is
Miss Blanche
tendered
Roberts,
able request that will facilitate tak- Coro-in.,- t
now
is
at
and
be!much
Improved
of Mrs. V. L. Roberts. The
Ing the census. Mr. Walter will
- daughter
reMr.
with
his
Mgnco
family.
aneHal a..nl. and another ha,
guests made their appearance In dis
clerk during the next few montns and ports the weather conditions in the guise and the urprlse wus a genuine
was
he
east
and
"awful"
as
glad
very
cen
one. The guests were: Misses Paulthe work of taking the livestock
to return to Santa Fe, even if the ine Klnsell, Miriam
sus was also entrusted to his office.
Cartwrlght, EleanA. Mennett, a traveling man of Las weather here Isn't quite what it used or Jaffa, Dorothy
Safford, Hazel
to be.
Sparks, Lillian and Daisy Roberts.
Vegas, Is in the city,
serv-j Charlotte
John W. Dorman In the forest
O. F. Fath, of Pueblo, a hardware
Wlontge, Blanche Roberts
Ice with hendquarters at Guam but and Masters Morton Sullgman, Ralph
salesman, is In the city.
married
was
Hants
Fe,
t,
A. Otero
is formerly of
Miguel
Sparks, Dillman Klnsell, Edward
last week to Miss Margarito A. Qulnn
confined to his home with Illness.
Eugene Harvey and John Robwho
of
tuught
Ky.,
Frankfort,
lately
erts.
J. H. Tray of Hot Springs, South
"Col. W. S. Hopewell, several other
Dakota, is registered at the Coronado school at Gibson, McKlniey county.
minister performed officers and directors of the New MexA Congregational
hotel.
J. C. Wallace, an attorney of Co- the ceremony at Gallup. The couple! ico Central and Receiver C. C. Murray
lumbus, Ohio, Is visiting Mends In was attended by Manna K. Havana left yesterday for the coal fields at
and Ora P. Hester.
the city.
llngiui where they will meet Charles
A. L, Morrison, Jr., Is quite 111 with .1.
W. C. Strickland, a representative
I.antry and Ibe engineers who havo
of
an
la
attack
grippe.
of a paper concern of St. Louis, Is ut
linen going over the property with
of
R.
J.
Kansas,
Sterling,
Fleming
the Palace.
ltlm during the past two days. Fol-th- e
W. L. Burton, a hardware salesman Is here on special business.
party will contlnuo over the line
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Llewellyn are
from Louisville, Is calling on his cus
probably to Torrance and It Is untourists, registered at the Hotel Mod- derstood
tomers here.
that a more extended trip
F. M. Bray, a clothing salesman ern.
bo made, some of the party going
L, Lewkowltz, a cigar salesman may
from Qulncy, 111., is registered at the
Roswell." Albuquerque
from Denver, is registered at the Pal- as far as
Palace hotel.
Morning Journal.
J. F. Miller of the Valley Ranch, ace hotel.
"Ronle H. Jaffa, son of Mrs, Bessie
Cnptnin Fred Fornoff of the MountSan Miguel county, is a business visand brother ot Den and WaJaffa,
ed
Is
an
official
from
Police
home
trip
itor in the city.
lter Jaffa of this, city, was married In
to
Lincoln
county.
of
B,
Corona,
S.
Weld
Tucson,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
William Vaughn, of Kansas City, Lob Angeles Wednesday to Miss MinArizona, are tourists In the city. They
and representing a paper manufactur- nie Zuckerberg, formerly of this city
are stopping at the Claire hotel.
and who numbers a great mnny
W. E. Smith, a rancher of Las Ve- ing concern, Is In the city.
Miss Ruth Green of this city, who friends here. The young couple, who
gas, is calling on friends hero. He
Is visiting relatives at Cerrlllos, Is are now touring California on a honeyIs registered at the Palace notei.
moon trip, will make their home In
Rev J. S. Seder, superintendent of expected borne tomorrow,
A. L. Hall, M. Schott, and M. C, Los Angeles where Mr, Jaffa Is In the
League, with head- the
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brokerage business. The groom was
for several years oonnected with the
Simon Stem clothing store In this
city, leaving that position a few years
ago to go on the road for eastern
Arms." Albuquerque Morning Journal.
a
Mrs. Mutllda Core StovenBon,
noted ethuologist is in the city and Impressive Funeral- - Services
has been entertained
by severul
Held at The Cathedral
friends. Mrs. Stevenson has a ranch
In the Espanola valley but will leave
This Morning
for Washington February 6. While in
Washington Mrs. Stevenson will edit
a book Bhe has written and which is ARCHBISHOP GIVES BUSINGS
said to be the only complete work of
its kind written by one woman,
The members ot the Fifteen Club Gov. Curry, Mayor Sena, Supt,
had a pleasant meeting at the home
Clark are Among Pall Bearers
of Mrs. Weltmer Friday afternoon
Alumni's Resolutions.
Several guests enloved the hospitali
ty of the club. The ilrat number of
the program was a paper "The Essay
Solemn and Impressive were the funand Some Favorite Essayists of the
eral services held at the Cathedral
Present Time," by Miss Massle. One this morning when the last sad rites
of F. Hopkln Smith's short Btorles en in honor of Brother Hermes Joseph,
Companion
titled "Miss Jenuings
nresldent of St. Michael's College
read by Mrs. Jaffa, and "Current
member of the territorial board
Events" by the club, concluded the and
were performed. The
of
education,
will
be
program. The next meeting
,,iutv leariilnir and genial disposition
and
its
club
the
when
guest day
of the deceased brother who died af
guests will be entertained at the home
ter a short illness Tuesday were suf
of Mrs. Walter.
Aoient to cause deeD regret In thli
ail
who
Civil Engineer Jay Turley,
and throughout the country and
dressed the Board of Trade last even city
, hl fnnornl CathollCB. as Well Of
home
his
forenoon
for
this
left
ing,
filled the church and folat Turley, San Juan county, after
lowed the hearse to the cemetery.
spending Beveral weeks In Santa Fe
Cath-nti- n
A solemn requiem mass In the
arranging for the development of that
fnthedral la always a most lm- beautiful and rich corner of New
Mexico in which he makes bis home. nresslve ceremony. The black robes
He was quite successful in Interesting of the celebrant and his assistants;
New York, Chicago and other capital the score of flickering tapers remind
while here and It is now certain that ing one of the Roman catacomDS
the great irrigation projects on which where Christians worshipped lor rear
he is working will be built without nt wnaaaaor abova earth: the sad
further delay. Mr. Turley was a music and above all the chanting of
former resident of Santa Fe and was
jiat fearful reminder ot a nnai aay
astonished at the progress the city of
Judgment: "Dies Irae, Dies Ilia,"
has made the past few years. He pre all tended to make the services most
e people quit
dicts that if Santa
their political and other bickerings striking.
The Mass.
and get together for a Greater Santa
The reoulem high mass began at 9
Fe, that the Capital will yet surpass
or, inotort over an hour. The
all other towns of the Southwest In
celebrant was the vicar general, the
size and prosperity.
Very Rev. A. Fourchegu. Assisting
TUESDAY, JANUARY 18, 1910.
pas
Mrs. H. G. Uhler of Cleveland, Ohio, him were the Rev. A Bessett,
tor of the Church of Guadalupe,
is registered at the Palace hotel.
the Rev. J. Pugln.
W. S. Garvin of Albuquerque, N. deacon; and
The Most Rev. John Baptist
M., is registered at Hotel Modern.
ot the arch-dio- J. Holtzbrook of Milwaukee, is one Pltaval, archbishop
at the mass,
assisted
Fe
of
Santa
cese
ot the tourists in the city.
,.,, lnrr the
enisconal throne. He
Sheriff Julius Meyer, of Estancta, is
was attended by the Very Rev. Dean
registered at the Claire hotel.
G. Splinters, pastor of liernaiuio
J.
M. C. de Baca, former probate clerk
and by the Very Rev. A. Weber,
of Sandoval county, is a visitor from
of the Franciscans ot St, MichBernalillo.
The Rev. Jules
Arizona.
ael's,
Miss Nellie B. Major of Brldgeton,
of
St, Michael's Colchaplain
N. J.. Is a visitor In the city. She is
St. Miguel, the oldot
and
pastor
lege
hotel.
Palace
registered at the
North America, acted as
A. L. Meigs of Albuquerque, for est church in
master of ceremonies. The ushers at
merly connected with the Denver
were L. Baca, Fred Lopez.
Post, Is in Santa Fe on a business the church
J. V. Conway and Constant Chapman.
visit.
The Choir.
Judge and Mrs. W. H. Pope will
leave on Thursday for their home at
The music during the mass was
Students of the col
imr.roai.ivB.
Roswell.
Civil Engineer John H. Walker was lege and several brothers formed the
at the Cash Entry mine near Cerrll- choir and Brother Fauian accom- The voices were
los yesterday surveying lines for fur uuuieu
..j uu ii,o v-irrnn
ther development work on the prop well blended and were sufficiently
erty.
rich to make effective the Uregonan
H. W. King of Chicago, and O. C. chant. Brother James directed the
Clarke of St. Louis, are registered at choir.
sanct-I- n
the Claire. They are both tourists
Resting at the entrance to the
and seem well pleased at the sights
tho main aisle was the coffin
furnished by "nature's treasure house
containing the body of the deceased
Santa Fe.
educator. -- It was covered by a mass
Texas,
of
Fort
Worth,
.
Henry Badt,
anrl wreaths Bent by bis
Dento
for
week
leave
this
expects
and admirers, including the
ver and will later go to the coast. He friends onri lnmiil of the college;
expects to meet In San Francisco his
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
n
brother who Is a naval officer on the George Armijo,
Arthur
Seligman, Jas. aeuis-maSalmon,
some
ordered
gunboat Yorktown
Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Sloan.
and
weeeks ago to Nicaragua.
Then at the conclusion of tne cere
"C. C. Murray, recently appointed
the archbishop, wearing black
mony
receiver for the New Mexico Central,
white mitre gave the final
and
cope
well
known
Charles J. Lantry, the
absolution.
W.
8.
Col.
Hoperailroad builder and
their
Many in the church showed
well left last night for RoBwell to
funeral cortege began.
the
as
emotion
town
who
of
men
that
meet business
were Governor Curry,
want the New Mexico Central extend- The pallbearers
Pub-- n
Superintendent ot
Sena,
Mayor
Roswell.
to
Torrance
from
south
ed
i.,t-,r.H- nn
J K. Clark. Nathan Sal
The party returned Saturday night
of the
from Hagan to Albuquerque. With mon, Frank Hubbell, president
St. Michaels; ueorge
the reorganization or sale of the road Alumni of
Tinez and C. F. Abreu.
and the construction of the branch .,u. 'oin
marched ahead of
Into Albuquerque, It is also planned Over 200 students
to the cemetery.
to extend the road south to Roswell the hearse
Interment was made in tne iiosanu
to secure another outlet for the proWarner Undertaking
duct of the Hagan coal fields and it is cemetery. The
Establishment bad charge or me
possible that Roswell will offer an Inducement to this end. Mr. Murray erol arrangements.
Of Distinguished ramiiy.
and party will probably return to AlLnnvn a slmnly Brother
buquerque within a few days. It Is tt iir.,rh!. fnnnov
of St.
...... nresldent
r
wo
nui
are
iiico,
ot
road
the
stated that the affairs
was of a distinguish
Michael's
College
aa
being straightened out as quickly
and one or. nis nem
possible and the .prospects are bright ed Irish family
a castle In Ireland. Anhas
relatives
the
ot
construction
Immediate
for the
other is an officer In the British army
Albuquerque branch of the road."
nnrt still another is a prominent citi
Tribune-CitizeAlbuquerque
South Africa.
Hon.
probate zen of Johannesburg,
Lorenzo Delgado,
ot sympatny nave
clerk of San Miguel county, has been Many messages
roroive"j. from all over the coun
visiting friends in the city and attend- wr,
at the
try by the faculty of the college
ing to some special business. He will
tor tne vm
return to his home in Las Vegas to- loss sustained,
Brothers occupy an enviable nostlon
night.
milknown
in the world as educators or. youiu.
C. L. Post, the well
Alumni Meetind.
lionaire manufacturer of Postum's
A snecial meeting of the fit, Mich
Cereal foods, has been attracted to
Santa Fe by tho New Year's edition ael's College Alumni was held lttBt
of the Santa Fe New Mexican and haB night. It was called to order uy me
written W. Frank Owen, correspondMayor Jose D. Sena, acting aa honor
ing secretary of the Santa Fe Board of ary president. Mr. Sena was elected
Trade that he may locate In this city president and Manuel jjeigauo, secfor a year or more to try the climate retary, of the meeting.
a
for tho throat trouble from which he
Upon a motion ot Mr. Armijo that ,
Is suffering.
committee be appointed to draft reso-iHon. Churles A. Spless has gone to , iir,,,. ti,
fnlnwlnz were named:
New York and Washington on matters
Armijo, Ramon LIberato Baca
George
of Importance to Santa Fe county and and Joseph
Conklln. It was
the Territory. Mrs. Spless left yesterthat the faculty had selected
Mr.
day afternoon and will Join
Governor Curry, Mayor Sena, Super
Spless at Chicago.
intendent J. E. Clark and watuan sal
terriof
tho
steward
George Ward,
mon, as pnllbonrers.
torial asylum fur the- insano at Las
it who mnvml that four aadditlonal
Vegas, has gone to Galveston, TexpallbenrerB be appointed by the clinlr,
as, on a vacation trip of six weeks. and
the followins were nnmea: I'runn
Sheriff Cleofcs Romero has returnCelso Lopez
ed lo I.ns Vegin after lodging an es- Hubbell, George Armijo,
and r. F. Abreu
caped convict In tho poultcntlnry.
nttetid
itRhnra
to the Borv- tn
iron
Miss Lola Delgado, a school teacher at Tome, Is visiting her niothor, lces in the Cathedral were appointby the chair. They were: Liueraie
Mrs. 11. Delgado, In this city.
and
"Sheriff Cleofes Romero returned Baca, Fred Lopez, J. V. Conway
last night from Santa Fe, where he Constant Chapman.
rt nna further moved that a suitable
went on Saturday afternoon with an
floral offering be purchased and the
escaped convict." Las Vegas Optic.
Infollowing committee tor tins purpose
County Commissioner I, Sparks
Jose C. Sanchez,
tended to leave this afternoon for Cer- nrni nimnlnted:
Factindo Ortiz.
rlllos, southern Santa Fe county, on Evarlsto Luccro and
Life of Sacrifice.
mining matters.
George Armijo addressed the meetW. R. R. Porter, recently designated to make a special study of tho Pu- Ing of the Alumni and dwelt upon the
eblo Indians ot New Mexico for the loss sustained by St. Michaels colburenu of Indian affairs, will leave to- lege iml the cltv ot Santa Fe as well
morrow for Albuquerque and from as by tho entire territory In the death
there will visit the principal pueblos. ot Brother Hermes. Ho dwelt at some

LAIDJO REST

ii,

...,jt.

length on the work ttoooiiipllsliBd by
Brother Hermes during his short career at St. Mlchnel's. Hllnrio Ortiz
followed with a brief address on the
same topic. He emphasized the fact
that the life ot a Christian brother Is
but he said that
a life of
a princely reward awaits him.
Resolution Paaaod.
Newspapec Proprietor Writes
The following were the resolutions
Santa Fe Seems to Have
out
of
Alumni
the
respect
passed by
to the late president ot the college:
Sylvan Spring of Life
Whereas, On Tuesday the 11th day
Michot
of January, the College
St,
EDITION
DID
IT.
ael's was suddenly deprived by death SPECIAL
ot it beloved director and president,
Brother Hermes Joseph, who by hlB
high Intelligence, great learning and If Half in it Is True, "New Mex-ic- o
is a Haven of Bliss,"
patient and loving kindness had endeared himself to all his associates,
He Declares.
and especially to the Alumni of this
Institution, who have been Inspired by
From all over New Mexico and from
his teaching and example;
And Whereas, It is but proper, that all over the United States echoes of
a public expression of our sentiments the Santa Fe New Mexican special
be given as a mark ot respect and New Year's edition have been heard,
A test echo
conies from a pub
gratitude to the deceased,
lisher of a thriving dally newspaper in
Therefore, Be it Resolved, That In New York state. This
newspaper
the death of Brother Hermes Joseph,
proprietor has been Interested In the
St, Michael's College has suffered a claims made
by California for ideal
grievous and Irreparable loss, which ellTnnta onri hn had vonrnoH tn nivn
Is deeply felt by all of us who had!lnnd
tnd Bpend , decIlnlng yeara ,
learned to love and venerate him for
tnatcountry But nce seeing the
iuh luiereBL Jit iwjk iu uui wtmaie, pictures of Santa Fe and
what
and for his endeavors to Improve and experts have written In reading
the special
elevate our minds.
edition about our climate he thinks
Resolved, That our late director as this territory Is "the Eldorado of the
a man, as a teacher and as a member New World, the elyslan dell of Flor- of Christian ,ia the sylvan spring of life sought
ot the Brotherhood
schools, had been ever faithful, ever by DeSota, and possessing all the
diligent and ever willing to do bis countless blessings existing in tradifull duty In the fulfillment of his obli- tion, mythology and fact."
gations to God and man, and In his
HIb letter, just received, Is as folwork for the cause ot education;
lows : Resolver, That we feel that we have
"Almost you convince me to be a
lost a kind friend and a faithful and New Mexican by your extra. I have
able guide, whose presence we will been reading It a bit, and find that If
of the promises made therein are true
greatly miss and the memory
whose benefits, we will keep and cher- - it B the Eldorado of the New York
ish in our hearts;
the elysian dell of Florida the sylvan
Resolved, That we offer our heart-- ' spring ot life sought by DeSota and
felt condolence to the members of the all the .countless blessings existing in
faculty of St Michael's College, who tradition, mythology and fact,
of
were the associates and
"if your New Mexico is not more
the late Brother Hermes Joseph In than one-hal- f
what 1b Btated, it is
their bereavement for the loss of their surely a haven ot bliss for those weary
chief and friend;
of what Mark Twain calls the "120
And Resolved, That we will dedl- - j varlties of New England weather,"
cate our prayers for the repose of the which covers that section and laps
soul of the late brother, with the full over upon New York state. I don't
f
hope that he has received the reward know of any weather of my peregrln-oIn the
In atlons that could be worse.
his virtures and
middle south it Is so hot In Bummer
'
Heaven;
can bake potatoes In the sun,
That
And Be It Also Resolved,
winter there are most of the
the expression of sympathy be also ,he 'n
the n"th an 'ome In
extended to the members of his be- - d'8fl0",fort?
the north we often have
reaved family, and that a copy of these
n
vas tne ctase la9'
ummer at
resolutions be forwarded to the family
went
when the lake
bankrupt.
St.
Michael's
of
college.
faculty
His Weather Troubles.
And Be It Further Resolved, That
"So it goes, from gay to grave,
a copy of these resolutions be given
to fierce, and fierce to foolish.
to the Santa Fe New Mexican, and grave
Within the present week we have had
the Revista Catollca of Las Vegas.
a temperature of seven below zero,
GEORGE ARMJIO, .
also one of 42 degrees above zero, or
R. L. BACA,
a range of 49 degrees In one week. In
J. CONKLIN,
one day we had a range of I think 30
Committee.
degrees. Now and then, in summer,
we have a still greater range than
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Is a
this. This has been a pretty stiff,
very Valuable medicine for throat and
winter so far, however,
lung troubles, quickly relieves and with
many zero tales from 'oldest incures painful breathing and a dangerhabitants.'
ously sounding cough which Indicates
"Well, to return to the subject, New
congested lungs. Sold by all drug- Mexico seems to me to offer unwonted
gists.
opportunities In the grazing, agrilufhber
line. A man
CONTROL OF PRIVATE FORESTS. cultural and
ought to be able to buy timber land
pretty reasonably there and some day
Plea for Preservation of Timber Made
this Is going to be worth Its weight
H.
American
McFarland
by J.
In gold.
Civic Federation.
Better Than California.
"NT, mnlln. nhol tha llmnlO them
.
Washington, Jan. 18. J. Horace
A
lmmoH,t
'
.
.
,,,,
McFarland, president of the American
Civic Federation made a plea for state
L
bef"e
legislation to promote the public"""
be-- ,
control of privately owned forests,
"
fore the conference on uniform state
,
Th.
' 8
legislation today. "Using every day
b worse- - than that of
three times as much as we grow and la' ,cannt
York- -it
couldn t if It tried! I
wasting as much as we use, we can
see the end of wood In the United Wse It must be a little better.
of the
States," he Bald. "Four-fifth- s
timber standing In the United States," mnc Duu"
.
NtBKMsrv
is privately owned and all is being'
cut destructively.
The remaining!
Omaha, Neb., Jan. 18. The Nebras-I- f
fifth is in government possession and
It were cut clean there would only ka railroads are on the water wagon,
United They have been placed there by the
be enough left to last the
States ten years at the present rate supreme court, acting on the appllca-o- f
All power to pre- - tlon of the stale railway commission,
consumption.
serve these forests rests with the sov- - which the
League lnduc-erelg- n
states. It is for that reason ed move In the matter. Last winter
uniform legislation for the public con-- 1 the legislature passed a law, which
Shnllen- trol of privately owned forests Is im - was approved by Governor
peratlve."
berger, providing that whenever liConference Report Adopted.
quor was sold on trains the road
Washington, Jan. is. l'he confer- - should pay a county license of $1,000
ence report on the Balllnger-Plncho- t
on everjr dining and buffet car in
resolution was adopted unanimously which liquor was sold.
by the House today.
Till a few daws ago this law remained a dead letter. Then Attorney
General Thompson got busy and went
WOOL STOCKS ARE AT
THEIR LOWEST EBB. Into the supreme court, where, on behalf of the state railway commission,
Slight Demand for Fleeces and Terr- he secured an Injunction restraining
the sale ot liquor In any and all cars
itory Wools, Both Scoured and
In Grease,
unless the railroads paid the county
licenses. None ot the companies has
18.
market
The wool
Boston, Jan.
paid In any of the counties.
continues very quiet. There Is a
There was no oral testimony Introterridemand
for
and
fleeces,
slight
duced, the dining car wine lists telling
tory wools, both staple and clothing, the whole story.
scoured and in grease, are being
Railroad officials say the companies
bought freely today In limited quan- will not pay the licenses to the several
tities. Stocks are reaching the low counties.
They declare that the anest ebb with very few fleeces left so nual Bales would not amount to as
that the local dealers are looking much as the license. The
Burlington
with Interest on the new clip. Cur
counties
lines
through fifty-severent prices In the west are considered In thepass
stnte and would have to pay
too hlfh. Fine territory staple Is sell
over $57,000. The Union Pacific passing from 77 to 78 clean and quarter es
counties and
through twenty-fou- r
Ohio blood are 35 to 37. Other lines
the Northwestern through thirty-two- .
are nlso fair.
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A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE. ,
Not

only is Mother's Friend s safe and simple remedy, but
the comfort and healthful condition its use produces makes it
of Inestimable value to every expectant mothor, Mother's
Friend relieves the pain and discomfort caused by tho strain
on the different ligaments, overcomes nausea by counteraction, prevents backache and numbness of limbs, soothes the Inflammation of the breast glands, and
in every way aids In preserving the health and comfort of prospective mothers.
Mother's Friend is s liniment for extornal massage, which by lubricating and
expanding the different muscles and membranes, thoroughly prepares the system
for baby's coming without dangor to the mother. Mother's Friend Is sold at
drug stores, Write for our free book for expoctant mothers.

THE BRADFIELD CO., ATLANTA, GA.

record of over 51 years military and
IN
GOVERNMENT SERVICE. civil service, rendered to Mb adopted
country. For more than 30 yeara he
Lieutenant Joseph Loughran and Hit has been principal examiner and a
member of the board of review, buCareer In the Army In New
reau of pensions. He has always re. Mexico.
tained New Mexico as Mb legal resiJoseph Loughran was born In County
and has novor lost Interest in
dence
1841.
17,
Tyrone, Ireland, January
At the early ago of ten he Immigrated her welfare.
to the United States, and, being imThe busiest nnd mightiest little
bued with the military aplrlt, enlisted
was made is ChamberIn the regular army at the age ot thing that ever
Tablets.
lain's Stomach and Liver
eighteen, July 8, 1858. In 1859 he was
work whenever you reBent with a detachment to reinforce They do the
aid. These tablets change
the army at Salt Lake City, then under quire their
Into strength, HstlesBncss
command ot General Albert Sidney weakness
Into energy, gloominess Into JoyouB-uesJohnston, as commander of the MorTheir action Is so genuine one
foot
mon expedition. Thin lnvolvod a
realize
don't
they have taken a purgaof
the
longmarch of 1,200 miles one
tive. Sold by all druggists.
Leavenworth,
est on record, from Fort
through the great plains, then occu- 8PANI8H COLONIAL SYSTEM
Inpied by numerous tribes of hOBtlle
IN EARLY TEXAS.
In 1800, Co. H. 5th U. S. Indians.
The system of government of the
was assigned,
ho
which
to
fantry,
In southwest Texas differed
wns designated, with pack mule trans- Spanish
nowise from that employed by them
portation, to explore the Spanish trail elsewhere.
A viceroy appointed by
ftnm Suit Lake to Santa Fe, with the
ihu iimwii pnvomprf or
view of establishing a great military
the whole colony, and governorsl
wagon road between said points. The
stood at the head of provinces. Both
distance was estimated at 700 miles, of
them had councils to nld them In
and the hardships of the Journey were
their
work. In the cities we meet the
ot
numerous, owing to the scarcity
or town council, the alcalde
cabildo,
to
fact
the
water and more especially
or mayor, and now and .then the
near
the
trail
bad
lost
that the guides
mayor, a higher dignitary. The
Oreen river, and wore unable to again
town, province and colony hearts atn
locate It. This necessitated the use tended to
every detail of administra-ilnot the compass and an unknown route
onrt nsnnllv were soldiers. The
across mountains and rivers, with missions were run by the padres un
great hardships to the company.
der a system uimilar to that outain-tni- r
s
In
monasteries.
Army affairs
On arrival In New Mexico the Nava-Jowere committing depredations, were In the hands of the senior off'
making necessary the establishment icers and quarrels between them and
were
ot a post at OJo del Oso, called Fort civil and religious authorities
to the
viceroy.
Fountleroy, where the company was settled by appeal
adassigned to duty, with the regiment, There were tew courts and the
was while generand from which frequent expeditions ministration of law
ex
issued forth against the hostlles. The ally Just enough arbitrary In the
company was finally stationed at San- treme.
In time the government became
ta Fe, and at the breaking out of the
rendered Important very ramified as the following act
late rebellion
service in restraining the organization will attestThe following is a report
of
ot an element disloyal to the gr em- of an Inspection of the colony
Vnnvn anntitnrle r mnde in 1757 by
inent. Mr. Loughran, then a nou
officer, was detailed t' as- Captain Tienda Cuervo, Jeus Inspec
uocu-mesist in the organlznton of the New tor of the Mexican guir. Tne
for the Teason
Is interesting
Mexico volunteers and In preparing
of the phases of
them to meet the Invading force from that it shows one
This was a critical period, the Spanish colonial government. There
Texas.
Is no doubt that by this time an
department of New Mexico having
KVRipm nf bureaucratism had
been deserted
by Its commander,
in the Spanish colonies.
General Loving, Its paymaster, after- developed
Primarily the Inspection was ror
genwards the famous Confederate
purposes of taxation; the one here
eral, James A. Longstreet, and others noted
is merely one of a series and is
who also attained high rank In the liiitnH Mnv IK. 1TH7. The renort states
was
Mr.
'
Loughran
Confederacy.
f
present at the evacuation o banta. re
mlsslonary, one cal)tain
Confederate
of
the
on the approach
goldlerg
ani
...
OT VfllVArdP.
-a
: havlne five hundred horses, one hun- lorccB aiio tknl.
uic.i annMui
.
nRAlntPfl
ln the organization ot .
Captain Raters' light battery at Fort Band sheep and goats, fifty head ofj
Union, with which he porltctpatea in cattle, seventy
saddle horses and
the victory at Glorieta, or Plegon's
thirty burros. What the captain and j
ranch. March 29. 18C2, Bald to be one .nls twenty soldiers did with this large
of the moat desperate conflicts of the bni of lve 8lock l8 not explained.
Th
then numbered ten tarn-- 1
rebellion, for the numbers engaged
about 3,000 on each side. Having com- Hies with a total of sixty-fivpersons.
pleted his term of five years' service Thev had two hundred and twelve1
commiswas
In the regular army he
horses, no mules, 7080 goats, 61 cattle
sioned second lieutenant In Kit Car- no sn,iHin hnrspn nnri one hurro. An
Mexico
New
other part of the report names each
son's regiment, the 1st
as- of the families, its components ana
cavalry, In August, 1803, and was
signed to Company E, commanded by Its earthly possessions.
It Is found that Captain Don Tomas
Captain Rafael Chacon, a distinguishDona
ed and gallant officer, subsequently Sanchez who was married to
Carle-ton- , Katherlne
Uribe, has nine children,
major of the regiment. General
twenty
the department commander, hav- 70 horses, ten
a large number of cattle, and
ing resolved to subdue the Navajos,
latter Is
the
of
servants:
one
seven
c- 1VU parson tiiu uo
Captain
nrt aftBr manv engage-- married and has a daughter.
a . th
Sanchez seems to have been tie na-ments of a minor nature, It was
for he has tventy
.nivo in .trlko final blow by lnvad imh nf ibe nlnne
de persons in his household and nearly
ing their great stronghold, Canon
In the report the lo4,000 animals.
Chelly, where troops had never been cation of the Rancho de Laredo Is
6,
before
able to penetrate
January
caret!1' y noted and It Is the opinion
1804.
Carson started with hla com- of
the Inspector that the settlement
dividwas
It
mand from Fort Canby.
Ib very Important and that It would
under
the
larger,
two
ed Into
columns,
be well to increase Its size for strnte-eptt- n
his immediate control, to enter the
reasons: Laredo then being the
canon at the west end and the other
starting point of the presidio or the
under command of Captain Peffer to San Antonio road, the flrst nignway
enter at the east end at the aame time. In Texas. The inspector also says
Lieutenant Loughran was the adju- that the population pays attention to
latter command and, nothing except the breeding of Block
tant of the
a
as the report shows, volunteered and and the gathering of salt from
led Its advance guard Into the canon lake fourteen miles distant in the
and during the first day's operations direction of what is now the Neuces
therein. This act was duly appreciat- river. What happened to the Inhabed by bis Immediate commander, itants of Laredo after the Inspector
him had turned
Is not
In his report,
by Colonel Carson, who attached
to his personal staff when the two known, but the document contains
commands Joined at the west end, be- mention of the fact that no payment
fore Carleton, who was detailed by the had been made by them. In all prob
ability, soldiers were sent there ana
heavy snows, had time to enter.
the taxes collected.
Expedition's Result.
The inspector, however, seemed to
The result of this expedition is
stated by General Carleton, in his re- have had the welfare of the people of
as fol- Laredo at heart, and reports that they
port to the war department
services they
lows: "It will be seen by these pa- desire a priest whose
lack. Since their means are limited,
pers that the operations during the
cannot keep one at their own
eeverly cold weather had been of the they
nnd for that, reason, he asks
most praiseworthy character and have pvnpnRA
benefit be supplied
been crowned with unparalleled suc- that this spiritual
He says: "I present tne
cess. This Is the first time any troops by the king.
matter to your excellency for the
whether when the country belong- measure to which your
piety inclines
ed to Mexico or since we acquired It,
you. If due consideration of the burhave been able to pass through the den
should
hacienda
upon the royal
rnnnn do Chelly. It has been the im pnnaiilprnd
I helievH a nriest
since
tribe
.I,"18
great fortress of the
be found who would take charge
To this point tnej might
out of mind.
flew when pursued by our troops. Col- and of the Hacienda de Dolores."
Gumner
Colonel
onel
a fnlr Insdrhr. into the moral tone
Washington,
and other commanders have made an of Spanish government In southwest
attempt to go through It, but had Tstx will bo calned from the title
to retrace their steps. It was reservheading a document of the tlmos. The
us
ed for Colonel Carson to be the first to governor of a province Informs
rj0n Juan Maria de Rip- succeed, and I respectfully request tnat he
nnt.n
will favorably
nl Dlimii fnlnnpl nf
that, the government
notice that officer and give him a sub- Cavalry, Governor of the Province of
act
Texas, Its Missions, Conquests and
stantial reward for that crowning
In a long life spent in various capaciFrontiers, Commander of Arms of the
In
his
same and Coahulla and Nuevo Leon,
country
ties in the service of
of San
lighting the savages among the fast- Cnptaln of the Royal Presidio
Antonio do Bexar, by his Majesty,
nesses of the Rocky mountains."
With peace brought to New Mexico the King."
One of this official's predecessors
by the rout of the Confederates and
the removal of the Navajos to the reiorts that "A dispatch was presentMr, Loughran, ed to me from the most excellent viceBosque Redonde,
whose health had become Impaired by roy, through the captain of the royal
I
which
exposure and hard service, resigned presidio of San Antonio,
his commission and, after recupera- kissed and placed on my head, as a
tion in the east for a few months, ac- message from my king and natural 1
civil lord, which with blind obedience
cepted a clerical position In the
what- id- - obey, and am ready to execute
service in wasmngum, wmvii
tains to the present time, having a) ever it commands,
HALF A MNTURY
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PUBLIC SALE

OF

ELOQUENT SPEECH
K

Will Be Made Great
under Carslbad Irrigation
Project

24.

1910

THE

DATE

Two Crop Season for Cantaloupe in Lower Peco
N. M., Jan. 17. The
Untied States has set August 21, 1910,
as the definite date for public sale of
all excess land admitted to water under the Carlsbad project. All excess
land unsold on this date will be Bold
to the highest bidder without any restriction ns to nrlce. The Pecos Wa
ter Users' Association as well as the
owners of the excess land will advertise the sale very extensively so that
there will be enough buyers present
to take up any land that may be on
the market. In the mean time the
owners of excess lands are ottering
their holdings at low figures and on
very reasonable terms. A number of
soles have already been made and
the next excursion will bring many
who come to take advantage of this
opportunity for getting first class Irrigated lands at a low price. In no
part of the west can lands withbe such
purBure and stable water supply
chased at as reasonable a figure as
here. Land prices in the upper Pecos
valley have advanced very rapidly the
past years, and are getting to a
normal point and It will only take a
short timo until the lands under the
Carlsbad project will be In the hands
of small farmers who know what the
true value of the land is. When this
time arrives the day ot opportunity
for cheap Irrigated land will be past
in eastern New Mexico.
The farmers ut der the Carlsbad
project are becoming convinced that
diversified farming can be carried on
to exceptionally good advantage In
this climate. They are, therefore, preparing to grow many crops in
for shipping purposes that have
never been grown commercially under
this project. The growing of cantaloupes has had careful consideration
for the past six months and the farmers will soon be ready to organize for
for market
growing of contaloupes
this Beason. In case four or five cars
can be shipped every day the Santa
Fe railway will undoubtedly render
all the assistance possible. The Carlsbad project is peculiarly well situated
The early
for growing cantaloupes.
In time
planted cantaloupe will ripen
to Btrike a bare market in the latter
Aupart of July and the first week in
gust. Another planting of cantaloupe
can be made in June which will ripen
the latter part ot September and fore
part of Octaber, when the market U
again bare of first class product. The
farmers here, therefore, are likely to
plant two crops and have one shipping
season In July and beginning of August and another shipping Beason the
latter part of September and the fore
part of October. Some seasons It Is
possible to have cantaloupes tor market November 1st, but the ordinary
season would close around October
20th.

Another crop that Is likely to be
quite extensively the coming
season is broom corn. The climate is
especially adapted to growing of fine
brush and under Irrigation the crop
The available
is sure each season.
yield under Irrigation In this climate
ot a
should be at least three-four- ts
ton per acre, but well cultivated fields
would very likely produce a ton to
the acre.
grown

Probably the greatest coffee substitute yet produced Ib that now known
to grocers everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
Health Coffee. It actually goes a
third farther than all others, and besides it is "made In a minute." No
20 or 30 minutes tedious boiling is at
all necessary. Pure toasted grains,
malt, nuts, etc., have been bo cleverly
blended as to give a wonderfully satisfying, true genuine coffee flavor and
taste. And not a grain of real coffee
Is used. 100 cups, 25c. Sold by Frank
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BRAZILIAN AMBASSADOR

DEAfl

of Secretary of
Delegate Given Nephew
Interior Implicated in
Applause. Congratulated by
Controversy.
Those Present.

New Mexico'

Washington, D. C, Jan. 17. The
following are part ot the official proceedings at the unveiling of the marble statue of General Lew Wallace,
In Statuary hall In the capitol. The
Chairman: I have the pleasure to Introduce the Hon. Mr. Andrews, Dele
gate In Congress from New Mexico.
Speech of Hon. W. H. Andrews.
Mr. Andrews then spoke as follows
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle
men: From 187S to 1881 General Lew
Wallace was governor of the territory
of Now Mexico, which I have the
honor to represent in the American
Congress. Because of this fact it may
not be inappropriate for me to add a
few words to the eloquent eulogies already pronounced upon the life, char
acter and service of this distinguish
ed son ot the Hoosier state.
Lew Wallace waa a splendid soldier,
but Indiana boasts a long list of those
made immortal by their heroism on
the fields of strlfo. He waB a distinguished diplomat, but Indiana is
proud of many sons who have brought
honor to her name by their services
He
in this field of stntesnianship.
was a great novelist, but Indiana
stands preeminent among the states
ot the Union in the number and brilBut In the
liancy of her authors.
happy union of all those traits of character essential to Buccess in these
nrnny fields of endeavor he stands supreme among the gifted sons of the
Hoosier commonwealth. (Applause.)
His was the genius for action and
his was the vlft for thought. Alike on
the crimson field and In the secluded
study his waa a master mind; his was
the uncommon versatility that enabled
him to combine In his own personality
all those elements of greatness that
would have distinguished him in any
age or among any people. (Applause.)
But in the far distant future it wl'J
be his fame as an author that shines
b'lghtest on the page of history. And
I deem it all the more fitting that I
j'uould here respond to the generous
invitation so keenly extended me, by
the committee having theso services
In charge, because It was In New Mexico that General Wallace wrote that
masterpiece of all his life's work, Ben
Hur, the crowning product ot a luminous genius. And in the centuries to
come
wherever men mention the
name of the Nazarene they will think
of his supreme defender in the field
of fiction and murmur the name of
Lew Wallace of Indinna. (Applause.)
As governor of my territory he ruled wisely and well and was the friend
of every man: and so New Mexico,
whose people loved him while living
among them and who honor and
revere his memory now that he is
s
dust, today reaches across
of the continent. Joins hands with In
diana in commemoration of this event
anw felicitates her upon her wise selection of Lew Wallace as the second
ot her great sons whoBe sculptured
presence she desires to forever adorn
this Pantheon of the Republic. (Applause.)
Delegate Andrews received Bincere
congratulations for his speech from
and
many senators, representatives
citizens of Indiana, Including Lew
Wallace, Jr., and other relatives present of Governor Wallace.
WATCHED HI8 WIFE
BURN

Terrible

TO

DEATH.

Accident In Roosevelt Coun
in Lose of
Life.

ty Which Results

Pnrtales. V. M Jan. 17. While S.
Rprlr wns traveling With his wife
and stenson from Clovls. New Mexi
co, to Throckmorton, Texas, an ac
cident occurred to his team wnne
crossing Blanco canon near Portales.
The wagon was upset and caught
Andrews.
Are from the stove on It. Mrs. Beck
who was trapped under It was slowly
NEW TRAIN IS
NINETEEN MINUTES LATE. hnrnpd tn ripHth nnd her anneals for
but Beck
help were heartrending
s
wagon
could not raise the burning
Santa Fe'a East Bound Tourist
and had to stand by helplessly as the
Train Makes Its First Run
hnnirrv flames reached out for his
Acroea Continent
wife.
The boy was also badly burn
BecK was Durn-tr- i
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 15. San- ed and may die. Mr.
nninfnllv nhmit hands and face In
ta Fe cast bound train No. 2, from
Los Angeles to Chicago, the new tour- his efforts to rescue his wife whose
ist express, passed through Albuquer- limbs were slowly burned to ashes.
que yesterday afternoon on Its first
arriving
run across the continent,
Rev. I. W. Williams Testifies.
here at 4:24, or 19 minutes late. The
Rev. I. W. Williams, Huntington, W.
new train consisted of a mail car, Va., writes us as follows: "This is to
and certify that I used Foley's Kidney
baggage car and five tourists,
carried quite a few passengers. Con- any case of kidney or bladder trouble
coast
lines
ductor Barney, a veteran
that Is not beyond the reach of meditrainman brought the train Into Albu- cine.
It invigorates the entire sysquerque, "and Roadmaster Oscar Ga- tem and strengthens the kidneys so
briel was a passenger over his dis- they eliminate ihe impurities from the
trict, riding from Gallup to Albuquer- blood. Backache, rheumatism, kidney
and bladder troubles are all cured
que.
Commence
The new train was slightly late yes- by this great medicine.
It
had
taking at oneo and avoid Brlght's Dis
terday because of the fact that
after
Sold
leaving ease and Diabetes.
suffered several delays
by all drugLos Angeles, due for the most part on gists.
.
account of the employes being unaccustomed to the new schedule, Every
ALBUQUERQUE 2,000 FEET
effort will be made to have the train
LOWER THAN SANTA FE.
arrive and depart on time hereafter,
arriving at 4:05 and leaving at 4:30.
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. IB. Albuquerque lacks only a little more than
two thousand feet bf being a mile
CONTAINS HO high, according to a report recently
made by the United States Geological
HARMFUL
Survey, which ran a mean sea level
line from the Pacific coast to AlbuDRUGS
querque some time ago. The geologists found that Albuquerque is exactly
Tfct 0nuln tt to
1 1 Cures Coughs, Colds, Croup, La Grippe, Asthma, Throat
4,953.589 feet above sea level at the
nd
Pneumonia
Ifti)!
Prevents
corner of First street and Central
Consumption
Lung Troublan.
avesue.
BOLD BY ALL DRUatSIBT.
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Hitchcock
at Unveiling of Representative
of
Him
Accuses
Petty
Statue to Gen. Lew Wallace
Grafting
at Washington

Event Delivered
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STATEHOOD
BILL
WAS FULLY

MORE CHARGES

ft

the

Washington, D. C, Jan. 17. Charges against Secretary Balllngur and
other officials alleging improper use ot
public funds to pay the private traveling expenses of a nephew of the
secretary, were made in an affidavit
filed today by Representative Hitchcock (Democrat), of Nebraska, with
the house committee on expenditures
In the interior epartment.
May Appear By Counsel.
Washington, Jan. 17 Sentor Nelson today reported to the Senate conference on the resolution providing
for the Investigation of the Balllng-er-Piuclicontroversy. The conference report would permit "any offconcerned to appear
icial or
personally or by counsel and the time
it
will
make
limit
possible to extend
the investigation beyond this session
of Congress. The report was unanimously adopted.
Brazilian Ambassador Dead.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 17. Joaquin
Nabtico, Brazilian ambassador, died
at his home here today.
MANY

ATTEND FUNERAL
OF FOSTER P. CRICHTON.

Services Held at Presbyterian Church.
At the Grave the Masons and G.
A. R, Pay Honors.
Hundreds of the friends of Foster
P. Crlchton attended his funeral yesterday and the services In the Presbyterian church of which he was such
an active and useful member and at
the grave, were most impressive.
The church services began at 2 p.
m. and were conducted by the pastor
the Rev. Nell Ferguson. The eulogy
was delivered by the Rev. Gabino
Rendon. In well chosen phrases he
told of the life of Mr. Crichton and
the traits of the character of the deceased who had won the esteem of his
fellow men Irrespective ot religious
belief. Mrs. W. D. Hayes sang a
solo, Mrs. G. II. Van Stone presided
at the pipe organ.
The coffin was covered with the floral offerings of personal friends and
from organizations with which Mr.
Crichton or his family have been identified.
The pall bearers were Judge J. R.
McFle, Judge W. H. Pope. A. R. Mc- Cord, E. F. Bldebottom, Prof. J. A.
Wood and H. F. Stephens. Interment
was made In the National cemetery
J. D. Mulligan having charge of the
funeral arrangements.
At the grave services were con
ducted by the Masonic order follow
ing the full ritual. The G. A. R., or
which the deceased was a member ai
so held services with the sounding of
taps and the blowing ot the bugle as
is customary.
Resolution Adopted.
The members of Montezuma Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M passed the following resolutions out ot respect to
Mr. Crichton:
"Whereas, The Great Architect of
the Universe hath seen fit to take
from our midst to His Celestial abode
our late Worshipful Master, Foster P.
Crichton, and
'Whereas, Brother Crichton was a
true, faithful and consistent Mason,
ever mindful of his sacred obligations
and always ready and anxious to aid
his fellow men; constantly practicing
and reflecting the tenets of our order;
and a devoted husband and father,
"Be It Resolved, That In the death
of Brother Crichton the cratt has suf
fered the loss of an Ideal member,
the city a valuable citizen, and his
family a model husband and father,
Resolved, That the sympathy and
condolence of the brethren be extend
ed to his family; that these resolutions be spread on our minutes, published in the local newspaper, and a
copy presented to the family of the
deceased brother. (Signed):
"ALAN

R. McCORD,

"HENRY F. STEPHENS,
"JAMES A. MASSIE.
"Committee."
Chamberlain'8

Cough

Remedy is

not a common, every day cough mixture. It Is a meritorious remedy for
all the troublesome and dangerous

complications resulting from cold In
the head, throat, chest or lungs. Sold
by all druggists.
ANDREWS GETS PENSION
BILLS THROUGH.
Special to the New Mexican.
Jan. 14. The
Washington, D.
following Invalid pension bills Introto
duced by Delegate
Congress Will-laHouse
H. Andrews, passed the
this afternoon and now go to the Senate where they are certain of passage: Jose W. May, alias Swan of
Capltan, Lincoln county, $24 per
monlh; John Murphy, ot Albuquerque, Bernalillo county. $24 per month;
Kathryne C. Bell of Mineral Hill, San
Miguel county, $12 per month.

C

YOU CAN CURE

THAT BACKACHE

Pnln along the back, dizziness, headache and genernl languor. Get a package of Mother Gray's AUSTRALIAN-LEAF- ,
the pleasant root and herb cure
for all Kidney, Bladder and Urlnay
When you feel all run
troubles.
down, tired, weak and without energy
use this remarknble combination of
nature's herbs and roots. As a regulator It has no equal. Mother Gray's
Is sold by Druggists
Australian-Leaf
or sent by malt for BO cents. Sample
Co., Le Roy, N. Y.

DECEMBER WAS
DISCU8SED.

COLDEST MONTH.

Delegates Andrews and Cameron
Urged Committee of House to
Make Haste.

Weather Observer Linney Admits)
That Mercury Played Some
Funny Pranks.
The closing month of 1909 was remarkable In several ways. It was the
coldest December and the coldest
month within the period covered by
the climatic records of the territory.
Ixiwer temperaturo were also recorded than in any previous month, save
one, February, 1905, 3B below zero at
Cimarron. It was a month ot comcold,
paratively Bteady,
and the low temperatures were not
confined to the northern districts or
the higher mountain regions, but overspread the entire territory, and temperature many degrees below zero
were recorded far Bouth In the Rio
Grande and the Pecos valleys. Only
the extreme southern pnrt of the ferrl-tor- y
escaped zero weather. The greaf-est deficiency in temperature occur
red In northern Rio Arriba and In San
Juan counties, where the average for
the month was more than 10 degrees
dally below the normal temperature.
Almost as great dally defk-lcuealso
occurred In southern Colfax and cen
tral Hora counties, In Santa Fe and
Torrance counties and in eastern
Socorro county.
There were three periods of low
temperature; the first from the 4th to
the 8lh; the second from the 15th to
the 21st, nnd the third from the 21th
to Ihe 27th. The loth was generally
the coldest day of the month and of
the year. On the other hand, the
month began and ended with warm
weather. The 31st was generally the
day on which the highest temperature
of the month was recorded, and the
highest for the territory, 78 degrees,
closely approximated that of previous
years. The sunshine of the montb
was large, despite the rather frequent
storms, the heavy snow and the severe cold.
Four periods of precipitation occur
red, mostly snowfall. The flrst, from
the 2d to the 0th; the second, from
the 8th to the 11th; the third, from
the 21st to the 24th, the latter, how
ever, did not touch district No. 7, nor
did the second except at one or two
northern stations. The resulting pre
cipitation, 0.75, was Blightly above the
normal, and nearly three times that
of December, 1907 or 1908. The snow
fall, 8.0 was the' heaviest for several
years. Five inches or more occurred
over the entire territory, except the
eastern border counties of Quay,
Roosevelt, Chaves and northern Eddy,
and ten Inches or more in practically
all of northern Union and Colfax counties, thence over the Sangre de
Crlsto range, the Sandlas and south
west along the foothills west of the
Rio Crande to northern Sierra and
Grant counties. Over the headwaters
of the Gila river the fall exceeded 20
Inches, also over northern Taos and
northeast Rio Arriba county, reaching a maximum depth of over four
feet near Chama,
The humidity for the month was
high for New Mexico. The winds were
moderate, although no gales occurred.
The prevailing direction was from
the west.

Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 17. The
committee of the Hovse of Representatives held Its flrat session to consider the statehood bills for New
There was an
.Mexico and Arizona.
unusually large number of the members ot the committee present, and
gave earnest attention to the careful
consideration of the vnrious features
of both bills, which are, In many respects the same; so that action on one
practically carries the same action
on both. Chairman Hamilton presided and but few questions were asked
as the reading of the provisions in
the bills proceeded.
Delegate Andrews, for New Mexico,
nnd Delejate
Cameron, of Arizona,
were strongly pressing for immediate
action. Hoval A. Smith, the chairman
of the Republican Territorial Committee of Arizona, ably assisted Delegate
Cameron, and both are pressing for
action as quickly as it can obtained.
The secretary of the interior In
writing to the chairman of the house
committee of territories on the state-bon- d
bill savs:
"Referring to my letter of December 11, 19D9. submitting a report on H.
R. 12.H29, (a former statehood 1)111)
Sixty-firCongress, second session,
providing for the admission of New
Mexico and Arizona, I have the honor
to recommend that the following proviso be Inserted In section eleven, re
lative to New Mexico, namely:
"Provided further, that where any
lands herein or heretofore granted to
the state are needed for irrigation
works in connection with any projects
under the said act of June 17, 1902,
the state may relinquish the same to
the United States, and with the ap
proval of the secretary of the Interior,
lands of
select other
equal area In lieu thereof.
"It is believed that this will afford
a method mutually satisfactory to the
United States and the proposed state,
whereby the government may expeditiously acquire title to land In Irrigation projects, which are needed for
construction purposes.
"A similar letter has been sent to
Senator Borah.
"Very Respectfully,
"R. A. BALLINGER."
The sections that received the most
attention were from sections six to
twelve, inclusive; which are the sections that give the public lands to
the various schools, colleges and public institutions.
Mr. Clements, of the interior department, explained the reasons for
the Insertion of some of the sections
for the better protection of the lands;
after they had been passed to the
new states.
When at one time there were some
unexpected delays and quibble about
what should be done with some 1G00
acres of land, Delegate Andrews could
not help exhibiting som irritation
and said:
"We want to get into hte Union. Put
that little batch of land In or out of the
bill. Let's get through with the bill,
and not quibble about unimportant,
parts of the bill."
The business proceeded a little
more rapidly after that
,
Several times Delegate Cameron
could not help exhibiting some uneasi
ness as he bad some fear that they
would not finish up with the Arizona
bill and proceeded to press the claims
SPRINGER WILL HAVE NON
PARTISAN

TICKET.

Newly Incorporated Town Eliminates
Politic! From Its First Municipal Election,
(Special Correspondence of the New
Mexican.)
Springer, N. M., Jan.- - 5. At a
mass meeting of the voters of the
newly incorporated town of Springer
held last night in the offices of Dr.
Locke, politics were eliminated, and a
citizens' ticket was nominated for the
election to be held February 8th as
follows:
For mayor, C. F. Hortenstein; clerk,
D. J. Devine; for trustees one year,
J. M. Alldredge, and H. C. Abbott;
for trustees, two years, George Warder, and S. Locke.
The business element ot Springer
was particularly well represented, and
the best man regardless of party,
were selected for Springer's first set
of officers. There will probably be no
opposing ticket, as the above seems
to be satisfactory to everyone except
the saloons.
The Abbott block, on the corner of
Third and Cimarron avenue, is near- Ing completion. The corner room
which will be occupied by the bank,
will probably be ready for occupancy
by the first of the month.
On the opposite corner south, the
new store building of J. Appel & Co.,
is nlmost completed, and these two
buildings with their cement block
fronts, together with olher Improve
ments going on, makes Springer look
like a "live one.
Pneumonia Follows a Cold.
but never follows the use of Foley's
Honey and Tar, which stops the
coughs, heals the lungs, and expels
the cold from your system. Take at
first sign of a cold and avoid a dan
gerous Illness. Sold by all druggists.
COUNTY

CENTRAL

COMMITTEE
MEETS
A meeting of the Republican coun
ty central committee was held yesterday afternoon In the office ot Hon.
Thomas B, Catron who presided.

There were present besides himself:
George W. Armljo, Celso Lopez, Mnr- cellno A. Otero and John Pflueger, the
latter by proxy. There were absent,
Jose Dolores uarcia, Jose Ortiz y
Pino and Victor Ortega. The following three members were added to the
committee: R. L. Baca, Charles Clos-soand
Ishninel Sparks. Various
mnttors ot political interest were

Temperature.
The mean temperature for ihe ten
rltory, determined from the records of
62 stations havlnz a mean altitude of
5,000 feet, was 28.1 degrees, or B.6 de
grees below the normal, and 7.5 degrees below the mean of December,
1908. The highest local monthly mean
was 39.6 degrees at Carlsbad, and tIK
highest temperature recorded was 78
degrees at the same station on the
31st. The lowest local monthly mean
was 13.0 degrees at Hopewell, ani
the lowest temperature recorded was
33 below zero at Ellzabethlown and
Estancla on the 19th. Some ot the
other low readings were as follows:
Red River Canon, 27; Luna, 26; Los
Lunas and Stanley, 25; Manuelito,
24; Tres Piedras, 23; Wagon Mound,
22; Springer and Blackrock, 21; Kino
ranch, 20 degrees. The greatest daily
range in temperature was 59 degrees
at Luna on the 27th; the greatest
local monthly range was 88 degrees at
Fort Stanton, and the least 51 degrees
at Fort Bayard. The average temperature for the districts was as follows:
No. 7 (Canadian) 28.4; No. 8 (Pecos
and Rio Grande) 28.2; No. 9 (western)
27.1 degrees.
Precipitation,
The average precipitation for the
territory, determined from the rec
ords of 134 stations, was 0.75 inch, or
0.03 Inch above the normal, and 0.48
Inch greater than December, 1908.
The greatest monthly amount wab 3.32
inches at Chama, and the least 0.05
inch at Cuervo. The greatest in any
24 hours was 1.15 inches at Raton on
the 14th. The average snowfall for
the territory was 8.6 inches, and the
greatest at any regular station was
43.0 Inches at Chama.
The averago
number of days with 0.01 inch or
more precipitation was 4. There were
17 clear days, 8 partly
cloudy
days
and 6 cloudy days, a large percentage
temlow
the
sunshine
of
considering
peratures that prevailed, and the
amount of snowfall. The average for
the districts was as follows: No. 7,
0.C8 Inch; No. 8, 0.77 inch; No. 9,
0.84 inch.
CHARLES E. LINNEY,
Section Director.
Shot by Playmate Augusta Pin-greaged eight, was shot at Winslow,
Ariz., by her six year old playmate
who did not know that the 22 caliber
rifle he was pointing at her was loaded.

It is a dangerous thing to take a
cough medicine containing
opiates
that merely stifle your cough Instead
of curing it. Foley's Honey and Tar
loosens and cures the cough and expels the poisonous germs, thus preventing pneumonia and consumption,
Refuse substitutes and take only the
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar In
the yollow package. Sold by all drug-sioPlay; Robert Martin of New
York City, a large box of beautiful
ribbon for the orphans.
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Wayside Jottings.
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que where she has resided the past
thirty years. Eight sons and daugh
ters survive ner. Aiuert ueorge, agea
75 years, died yesterday afternoon at
the Santa Fe hospital. He was a native of New Hampshire.
Duel at Corona Cleve Hibler and
John Yates Indulged In a knife and
pistol duel at Corona, Lincoln county,
this week. Both were seriously hurt
and are under arrest. Yates, was
shot through both wrists and a bullet grazed his scalp. Hibler was stabbed In four places, being wounded In
the left breast near the heart, iu the
right side, in the left cheek and left
forearm. L. E. Everett was arrested
at the same time for toting a gun.
Captain Fred Fornoff and Fred
of the Mounted Police and Sher
iff Stevens of Lincoln county, are at
Corona.
for Doctor's
Saloonkeeper Sued
Bill James H. Tolle. a soloonkeeper
at Las Vegas and now manager for a
pugilist, has been sued at Las Vegas
by Dr. T. B. Fest for $275 for medical
services given Mrs. J. H. Tolle now In
an insane asylum. Tolle's bar fixtures
have been levied upon.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19, 1910.
Alcario Gallegos
Sued for Divorce
has been sued for divorce by his wife
Matilda S. Gallegos on the grounds
of extreme cruelty.
Baptist Minister Declines Call to
Dr. Robert Bruce Smith of
Roswell
El Paso Texas, has declined a call
to become pastor of the First Baptist church at Roswell.
Elephant Butte Dam Condemnation
Proceedings Owing to a trip of C. 1.
Brown to Mexico, the hearing of testimony at Socorro, In the Elephant
Butte dam condemnation proceedings
has been postponed until February 10.
at Albuquerque Miss
Marriage
Telesfora Garcia and Ambrosio Par-ra- s
were married at the home of the
bride's brother, Francisco Garcia, at
Albuquerque on Monday evening by
Justice of the Peace W. W.
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L08 ANGELES AVIATION
MEET FINANCIAL 8UCCES8.

WILL
GIVE DANCE

Amount of Public Revenue Visitors From Every Part of Social Affair for the MOO"
of San Ildefonso Will be
for AH Purposes in
Territory Will Be Here
'
Rare Event
Next Week
Territory.

Los Angeles, Jan. 19. According
tile treasurer's report
the first
aviation meeting in America which
closes tomorrow, has been an unqualified success.
Those whose subscriptions made it possible to bring the
noted French and American aviators
here, will receive back every dollar
they risked and probably more. Tho
attendance has averaged $110,000
a
to

Committed to Asylum
Y8turfnj? ed up a team of mules to take his
a
Judge V. J. Mills committed to tho wife and children to the home of
territorial Insane asylum Miss Sarah neighbor. While he was In the house
dny.
Fredericks of Las Vegas. The woman getting something, the mules bolted
with tho children In the wagon and
$2,100,000 DIRECT TAXATION WILL HOLD MEMORIAL SERVICE PEOPLE HEBEABE INTERESTED
Is 54 years of age.
NOTIdtCnf Restoration of Public r.mids
the mother hanging onto the lines
to Kelt lenient ami Kuti-May Be Dead A. It. Shearer, husliopttrtmcht of
on the ground. Greer ap
me interior, Heiiernl .mi ci (mice, wnshlhg-toband of the postmistress of Mineral draggingin the door
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Archaeologists
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Ethnologists,
time
Counties
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way
just
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Dance on En
Others
tlcsrrllH-wei-Planning
which
Tallyho
aithm.
following
Lead
Performance,
Sums
in
wtthdi-nwithree days and is believed to have
tcmtioriii-llfur forestry pur- hesitatingly he pulled his gun and
noses on November 24. 1WM and Novem bor
tertainment Program
Party to Attend.
perished in the mountains. Shearer's fired dropping one of the mules and
14
IV07,
Pecos
Nnttonel
ih.hi' the
KoreHt,
horse returned home riderless, but no thus stopping the runaway. This act
New Mexico, If not otherwise withdrawn,
or
will by author
trace could be found of Shearer.
One of the most brilliant dances or reserved,
The Scottish Rite Masonic reunion
saved tho children's and mother's
of the Interior be resTraveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-fority of tile
211. lfun.
tored to nubile domain on Mm-phas Just completed a compilation In Santa Fe next week will draw series of Indian dances of the "sea-Bon- " and
Attorney It Injured On Tuesday lives, though the latter was badly
become subject to settlement on Hint
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but. not to entry, tiling,
bfulsed and cut. The wounded mule
after
that
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Attorney Lowell Laughary, of
at
sunrise
will
Sunday
begin
or selection until on nnd lifter April 6,
bullet
and Laughary, Alouquerque, met recovered though a forty-fiving 1909 from ull sources and by coun- Mexico and will be the most success
San Ildefonso, an Indian iwio, unum mo umihi restrictions, nt tho
TTultoil
with a very painful accident, Judge had entered his skull.
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